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This thesis presents the fundamental communication transmis-
sion principles which define the performance characteristics
cf the transmission channel. The subject matter is divided
into three categories (1) antennas, (2) transmission lines,
and (3) waveguides. The scope of presentation is results
oriented rather than the traditional theorem and proof
approach. While tie results are quantitative in nature,
consideration of the underlying principles as well as the
advantages and disadvantages associated with each transmis-
sion channel are presented. Although technical factors are
often the tasis upon which decisions regarding communication
systeis are made, it is evident that the telecommunication
systems manager must understand the fundamental principles
cf the transmission channel in order to effect viable solu-
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I. IN1B0DDCTI0N
The advent of the Information Age, coupled with an
upheaval in the world economy over the past decade, have
placed ar ever-increasing emphasis on the corporate telecom-
munications systems ard on the management of those systems.
All telecommunications systems are designed to convey ir.f cre-
mation from one point to another. In almost every case, the
information content of the signal is net used by the tele-
communications system itself. Rather, the system is
designed to accept input data and structure it into a format
that can be quickly, economically, and accurately trans-
mitted to a destination. The information transmitted over
telecommunications systems ranges from voice, telemetry, and
facsimile data to complex interleaved data messages.
Furthermore, telecommunications systems vary considerably in
their designs and components with regard to technology,
electronics, and methodologies. Despite the fact that there
is such a wide range of input data and large diversity in
the design of telecommunication systems, they have signifi-
cant features in common. Fundamentally, all telecommunica-
tions systems exist to transmit information from one point
to one or several points. Moreover, when viewed function-
ally, these systems have common structures.
Any telecommunications system consists of three hasic
functional components. The first component, the trans-
mitter, accepts an input signal, modulates a carrier signal,
and provides the power required to transmit ever the commu-
nications channel. The second component, the channel,
provides the path over which the signal travels. The last
component, the receiver, extracts the signal from the
channel, demodulates the carrier, and delivers the restruc-
tured original signal as its output. [Ref. 1].
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fchile advancements continue to be made throughout the
electronics industry , " for example receiver and transmitter
technology, there is less that can be done to increase the
speed and frequency response cf present day communications
channels. The result is a greater need for an understanding
of ccmmurication channels by telecommunication systems
managers. The purpose of this thesis is to present the
fundamental communications signal transmission principles in
a manner that is relevant to the manager's systems approach
to decision making.
1. AEEBCACH
No study of an intrinsically technical subject is
approachable without mathematics. However, this thesis is
written from a managerial perspective and, while essentially
mathematical in nature, is limited in scope to emphasize
areas considered fundamental to the underlying concepts of
signal transmission in the field of communications.
,
The
approach therefore tends to be results oriented vice a
traditional rigorous presentation of theorems and proofs.
Additionally, presentation of each subject area begins with
simple, ideal situations and progresses logically to the
uore complicated, general case.
E. SHEAS 01 STUDY
A large majority of the publications pertaining to
communications signal transmission grossly characterize the
electromagnetic propagation channels as either guided or
unguided. Generally, in an unguided channel an electromag-
netic field is generated by an antenna and propagates freely
in a medium with cc attempt to control its propagation
pattern. A prime example of the unguided channel is the
space channel in which the medium involved may be free
11

space, the atmosphere, or the ccean. In the guided channel,
the communications signal is also transmitted as an electro-
magnetic fisld; however, its propagation is restricted to
the ccnfines of a clcsed path or "pipe" from the transmitter
to receiver subsecticn of the communication system. Guided
channels can be further subdivided into three categories
which include 1) transmission lines, 2) waveguides, and 3)
fiber optics. A less traditional and more subtle method of
differentiating the propagation channels is by the number of
conductors involved. There exist numerous cases whereby
signals transmitted via antenna systems behave as guided
waves [Bef. 2] thus, this thesis groups transmission chan-
nels according to the latter method as follows:
1. Antennas : zero conductors with energy
propagating in the space between transmit-
ting and receiving antennas.
2. Waveguides : one conductor with energy
propagating within the boundaries of the
guide.
3. Transmission lines : two or more conductors.
Ihe study of the transmission channels formally begins
with Chapter 2 which focuses on antennas. Noiseless systems
are first discussed with emphasis being placed on the devel-
opment of the power budget equation. Line-cf-sight communi-
cation distances are explored and applied to a one-hop
microwave system. Also covered in this section are satel-
lite ccmmunica ticn principles as they relate to the power
budget equation. The concept of system noise is then intro-
duced and an analysis of a multi-hop microwave relay system
is presented.
Chapter 3 deals with transmission lines and is presented
from a circuit theory viewpoint. Discussion begins with the
low frequency model and development of the propagation
12

constant in terms cf signal attenuation and phase shift or
time delay is undertaken. Tbe skin effect model is also
explcied. The chapter concludes with an introduction tc a
transmission line's digital transmission rate.
The waveguide is presented in Chapter 4 which begins
with an introduction to the principles of electromagnetic
field propagation. The plane wave is considered and the
guide's nodes of operation defined. A short section is
devoted tc the determination of guide cutoff freguency.
Signal attenuation and time delay are developed through
analogies tc transmission line characteristics. A brief
discussion cf fiber optics, which is considered a special
class of waveguides ends the chapter.
The concluding chapter of this thesis investigates the
major advantages and disadvantages associated with the
various communication transmission channels. Conclusions
regarding the relative importance of communication channel
considerations are presented in the context of a total tele-
communications management scheme.
C. CEITICA1 ASSUMPTIONS AND PEINCIPLES
Nearly all cf communications theory is rooted in the
science of mathematics. To underscore the fundamental
concepts of signal transmission much of the rigorous mathe-
matics encountered in a more traditional approach to the
subject has been mininized. Tc this end several key assump-
tions and transform analysis principles are applied
throughout the remaining chapters of this thesis.
1 Fou rie r Series
Communication transmission systems, and communica-
tion systems in general, deal primarily with time functions.
These time functions or waveforms can be represented as a
13

summation cf purely sine and cosine functions according to





cos nogt + b
n
sin nogt ] (eqn 1.1)
where o> is the fundairental frequency of the signal. Thus,
the Fcurier Series expansion is the sum of all frequencies
which ccirprise a given signal. These signals are viewed as
a combination of a fundamental frequency plus all harmonics
cf that frequency. The a term represents the dc level of
the signal. Since all frequencies present in the signal
will ret be in phase at all points in time, they are written
as having two components, sine and cosine. Then, for any




terms represent the magni-
tudes cf the sine and cosine portions of that harmenic.
Under normal circumstances, discussiens of communication
systems tend to not deal with the time domain behavior of
the signal tut rather wi-ch the frequency domain behavior of
the signal. Therefore one must be able to convert or trans-
form time function signals to frequency domain signals. The
tool so used is the Fourier Transform and is defined as
.00
F(») £ y*f(t)e jaKdt . (eqn 1.2)
— 00
It can then be seen that every function of t has with it a




jan d (eqn 1.3)
- 00
shows that for every function of w there exists a corre-
sponding function of t. [Ref. 3].
14

Communication systems are intended as a vehicle for
the transmission of information whose parametric values at
the systems level are relative to the frequency domain. The
Fourier Iransform is the single most important tool which
allows mcvement from the time domain to the frequency domain
and is used extensively to describe the frequency content of
a given signal. As a result, a system analysis can be
conducted which describes a system's effect on the informa-
tion signal in terms cf signal frequencies.
2 • linear Systems
In general, a system is defined as a set cf rules
that associates every input time function with an output
time function as shown in Figure 1.1. The source signal is
designated f(t) with g (t) representing the output signal or
systeir response due tc the input. - This is usually written
as f(t) >g(t).
Figure 1.1 Block Diagram of a System.
This thesis is based on first order analysis and
therefore all systems discussed are assumed to be approxi-
mately linear in nature. Tc this end, the definitions which
follcw apply.
P. system oteys superposition if the output or
response of the system due to a summation cf inputs is equal
to the sum of the responses due to the individual inputs.
15

That is, giver, that i.(t) results in a response of g.(tj , and
that f-j(t) causes an output of g^t) , then the output due to
f^tj+f^t) is g.(t) + g 2(t). Ii mathematical notation, stp=rro-
siticr is defined as [Bef. 4]
tAt)+ttt)—^gft) gft) .
1 <L It
Similarly, a system is considered linear if it obeys sopex-
position. Combining the concepts of superposition and
linearity, it can te shown that for all values of the
constants a and b [ Ref . 5]
af^t)+bfjt)->a§^t)«bg^t) .
211 systems discussed are considered time invariant.
That is to say that the system response due to an input is
independent of the actual time the input cccurs. In ether
words, a time shift in the input signal results in an equal
time shift in the response. Thus it can be shown that if
f(t) ^g(t), then f(t-t ) ^ g(t-t,). Systems composed
of purely resistive, capacitive, and inductive elements are
time invariant provided their component element values do
not vary with tine.
3 • Sys tem Funct ion
An important and helpful concept in systems analysis
is the inpulse or Dirac delta (8) function. Simply stated
the impulse function is defined as
» £ o r t =
6(t) =
for all other t
16

such that the total area under the impulse func-cicn is
unity. Mathematically then
00
f 8(t) dt = 1
— »
which also, as it turns out, is the Fourier Transform of the
impulse function. It can be seen that any signal in the
time domain can b€ divided into equal time segments.
Furthermore , these time segments can be viewed as beccming
infiritely small such that the segment approaches a point in
time. Therefore, any time signal can be considered to be a
series of impulses. The purpose of systems analysis is to
determine the response the system has to the input signal.
If the input signal is viewed as a series of impulses and
the system is considered linear, then the response due to an
impulse is all that is needed to describe the system.
However, as previously stated, the over-riding factcr in an
analysis of a communication system is the system's effect on
input frequencies. This is accomplished by studying the
systems response to an impulse. [Ref. 6].
If the iirpulse response of a system is called h(t)
,
then the Fcurier Transform H (co) indicates the system effect
en the impulse and is called the system function or the
transfer function. Simply stated the transfer function,
B ((d) , cf a system describes the effect the system has en an
input, F bo) , to produce an output, G (cj) , and is the ratio of
the output to input in terms cf frequency. Mathematically,
G ((d) =H ((d) F ((d) .
17

1 • Decibel and Icgarithmic Notation
As will be shewn throughout the thesis, ens of the
more important aspects of the communications channel anal-
ysis is the subject of signal power and how the system
affects it. Generally, the system either amplifies or
attenuates the signal power so that a system's or compo-
nent's gain (loss) can be written as the ratio of output
powei tc input power. Letting G denote the gain and P
out
and
F in represent output and input power respectively, then
G =
P
Thus if the power going into an amplifier is 1watt and the
cutput is 100watts the power gain is 100. Normally,
however, communications system characteristics are expressed
in terms of decibels (d3) vice the raw gain or attenuation
figure. The dB notation is used extensively throughout the
thesis aid so requires some explanation.
The decibel is defined as one-tenth of the funda-
mental division of a logarithmic scale fcr expressing the
iatic cf twe amounts cf power [Ref- 7]. But, in general,
any unitless quantity in the context of system analysis can
be expressed in decibels according to -che following equation
where N denotes the number cf dB's and x the unitless quan-
tity,
N = 10log x.
Normally then, system analysis compares some initial power
level tc the final system/component output level. This
18

initial reference pcint can be given in terms of either
watts or a dB reference level with 1watt equal to OdEW or
Imilliwatt equating tc OdBm
.
Additionally, because dB notation is used so often,
the laws cf logarithms are an integral part of analysis
development . Logarithms derive their usefulness in computa-
tion since they allow multiplication, subtraction, and expo-
rentiaticn to be replaced by simpler operations of addition,
subtraction, and multiplication respectively according to
the fcllcwing [Ref. 8]:
lcg(xy) = leg (x) + leg (y)
lcg(x/y) = log(x) - leg (y)
leg (x)y = ylog (x)
19

II . AJ TE NjJA S
In ccniirunicatioii systems where the transmitter and
receiver are not physically connected by conducting
elements, the carrier waveform is propagated from the trans-
mitter tc the receiver by use of antennas. An antenna is
simply a transducer which converts electronic signals into
electromagnetic fields and vice versa. Thus a signal begins
as an electronic signal at the transmitter and is converted
to a propagating electromagnetic field at the transmitting
antenna. This electromagnetic field propagates as an ever
expanding plane wave, through the medium separating the
transmitting and receiving antennas. As a result, the
amount of power contained within a given area of the trans-
mitting medium (field density) decreases as the distance
between the transmitting antenna and the area under consid-
eration increases. Thus as the distance between the
receiving and transmitting antennas increases, the power of
the electromagnetic field impinging upon the receiving
antenna decreases. The receiving antenna, in turn, converts
the electromagnetic *ave back to an attenuated (reduced)
version of the electronic signal produced in the trans-
titter. It should be noted that in addition to the intended
transmission signal, other signals including background
noise aie present and impinge on the receiving antenna
inducing unwanted voltages. Therefore, not only is the
communication signal being received attenuated, but also it















Figure 2. 1 Signal Trarsiission via Antennas.
A. TEANSMITTING AHTENHAS
A transmitting antenna converts an amplified carrier
signal intc a propagating electromagne tic field. This field
is transiitted by the antenna as a propagating plane wave
with a prescribed polarization and spatial distribution of
its field power density. The spatial power distribution of
a transmitting antenna is described by its antenna pattern
which is defined as
power transmitted per unit solid
W
C
9f , $g ) angle in the direction ( $- , $ )
(eqn 2.1)
where (fy,4>? ) are tie elevation and azimuth angles relative
to a fixed coordinate system whose origin is the center of
the antenna (see Figure 2.2 ). The antenna pattern indi-
cates the amount of field power that will pass through a
unit solid angle in a given direction from the center of the
transmitting antenna. A solid angle of a cone inscribed on




figure 2.2 Antenna Geometry,
spherical cap divided by E 2 and is measured in units of
steradians. The solid angle cf an entire sphere of radius R
is the spherical surface area (4 7rR 2 ) divided by R 2 which
results in 4 7r steradians. Therefore an antenna pattern
[W($p#$r)] ca^ be restated as the amount of power which will
pass thrcugh a unit solid angle (1 steradian) in a given
direction {<p„ , <t> 7 ) from the antenna center. The antenna
/ a
pattern is usually normalized by comparing it to an
isotropic artenna of egual transmitted power, to form the




i ' a ~ power per unit solid angle of
an isotropic radiator with
equal total transmitted power
(eqn 2.2)
In isotropic raciatcr is an antenna which radiates equal





as the total power transmitted by an antenna.
Ihen E
T
can be determined by summing the power over ail
points en the unit sphere cr, more conveniently, by inte-
grating Vi (0p,4> ) over the unit sphere, that is,
P
T
= f W(<fy,$ )d (eqn 2.3)
unit
sphere
where dfi represents the differential of the solid angle. It
can be shewn that the length of an arc inscribed on a circle
cf R radius by a radian angle $ is given by:
length = R0.
Ihen a chance in elevation angle (d $*) results in an arc of
length d<£- on the surface cf a unit sphere (B=1).
Additionally a change in the azimuth angle (a<t>
z
) results in
an arc of a length that is dependent on the applied eleva-
tion angle such that:
length = cos 4>,d0
Ihen
dfl = cos <£. d<fyd<f>
as depicted in Figure 2.2 . Therefore Equation 2.3 can be
rewritten as
P
T =ff W(*' , <f> )cos <p d^d^ .
- vr -W 2
23

The total power per unit solid angle of an isotropic
radiatcr with total power P is found by dividing the total
power fcy the number of steradians contained within a sphere
which is 4tt. Thus Equation 2.2 can be written as:
9(<V4> ) - = , . ? . (eqn 2.4)
It can be seen that the gain function of a transmitting
antenna is then simply a normalized version of its antenna
pattern . Therefore, if the gain function is integrated
ever the unit sphere it yields the same value as —ptTtt—
integrated ever the unit sphere such that:
yvvv d0= wpVtt} | d ® • (eqn 2 * 5)
sphere
Now W < <K » <J> 7 ) integrated over the unit sphere yields the
total transmitted power P so that




q($ t ^?) d^ = 4 ^ • (^qn 2.6)
unit ** *
sphere
Therefore, the volume under the gain function surface is a
constant. This implies that if the gain function is
increased in one direcion, it must be suitably decreased in
ether directions to maintain the constant integrated value
of 4tt. [Ref. 10 ].
2U

Mcst transmitting antennas are designed to transmit
their radiated field in a specified direction. Thus the
gain function is usually peaked along what might be called a
preferred direction and such a peak is referred to as the
antenna irain lcte. Transmissions in ether directions are
called sidelobes and usually represent power transmitted in
unwanted directions. Figure 2.3 is a typical parabolic
antenna pattern plotted as a function of azimuth angle in
degre€s r for the elevation plane <f>.=0 and shows the mainlcbe







Figure 2.3 Earabolic fintenna Gain Function.
The actual antenna gain function is a cumbersome
description of the antenna radiated field pattern; often
simpler specifications are used such as antenna gain and
field of view. The gain g of a transmitting antenna is
defined as the maximum value cf its gain function:
g = max g ( $. , $, ) , (egn 2.7)
25

and is usually stat€d in decibels. The antenna field of
view is a measure of the solid angle into which all cf the
transmitted field power is concentrated. In other vcrds,
the field cf view is a measure of the directional properties
cf the antenna. For simplicity the field of view is defined
as the sclid angle ( Q ) through which all the radiated
power would pass if the antenna pattern in this angle was
constant and equal tc its maximum value. Thus Figure 2.3
would be interpreted as shown in Figure 2.4. That is tc say
that Q^faiax H(*r ^)]=PT or
Q
FV max W ( <f>. , 4>y)
(eqn 2.8)





















20 15 10 10 15 20
>_ , (degrees!
&
Figure 2.4 Ideal Antenna Gain Function.
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Field of view is tharefcre inversely related to gain. This
means that high gain antennas exhibit narrow fields of visw.
Rather than using the solid angle field of view, discussions
and specifications regarding antennas can be more easily
dealt Kith in terms cf the planar angle beamwidths which are
given in terms cf radians cr degrees and are defined sepa-
rately fcr azimuth and elevation planes. For example, the
antenna pattern in Ficure 2.2 has a main loba azimuth beam-
width cf 4° measured at the 3dB points. For a symmetric
gain pattern which is obtained by rotating the azimuth gain
pattern about the aziiruth axis, the planar beamwidth (desig-
nated <p b and given in radians) is related to the solid angle




which, using the- trigonometric identity (cos2a=1-2sin 2 a) can
te written as
fipv = 4-TrA [l-cos(0b /2)]j .
Then
flpv= 4<7r[sin2 (0b /4)] . (egn 2.10)











Therefore, when given a transmitting antenna's field of





provided it is known that <J>b is small and the spatial gain
pattern is sysmetrical. [Ref. 11].
No transmitting antenna is an ideal, less free radiator.
Therefore, the power P
T
radiated by it is less than the
power fed into the antenna input terminals. It then becomes
convenient to define an effective anrenna transmitting gain-
relative tc the power actually coupled into the antenna
input terminals. The power fed into the input terminals of












is the antenna radiation efficiency factor
and, in essence, is a measure of the radiation losses cf an
antenna. It shculd te noted that p
r
<1
, so that the effec-
tive artenna gain g is always less than the gain g cf the
28

antenna pattern. Typical radiation efficiencies are on the
crder cf .90< pr <0. 99. corresponding to a reduction of
about 0.5dB in gain- [Hef- 12].
The antenna gain function permits simplified calcula-
tions of the amount of transmitted field power that will
impinge en a perpendicular (normal) receiving surface of
area A, located a distance D in the direction (
<J> , <p% ) from
the transmitting antenna (Figure 2.5). Letting ?
A
represent





which states that the amount cf power P is equal tc the
amount cf power transmitted per unit solid angle in the
direction ($jj»4v.) multiplied by fl d solid angle that subtends
the surface of area A.
Figure 2.5 Antenna Propagation.
When the distance D is much larger than the largest
dimensicn cf the surface of area A, then the latter approxi-
mates a section cf a spherical surface and total solid angle
subtended by the surface area A is equal to A divided by the
29











A (eqn 2. 14)
Ihe quantity in brackets has units of power per area and
thus represents the pcwer density, called the field inten-
sity cr flux density of the propagating electromagnetic
field at the distance D in direction (<p» , 4>ja ) . The numer-
ator is cften referred to as the effective isotropic radi-
ated pcwer <EIRP) in the direction (<pa '$%<>) an<^ represents
the equivalent power which an isotropic antenna must
transirit in crder to achieve the same field power density at
a distance E from the antenna. Then, EIRP can be written
as:
eirp = P
t Pr g(^/^) (eqn 2. 15)
It should te noted frcm Equation 2.14 that when propagating
in free space, the electromagnetic field intensity decreases
as a function of the distance squared. [Ref. 13].
Ac intrinsic property of any antenna is that its trans-
mitting field of view at a sigcal wavelength \ is related to
30

the physical area of the antenna A by
o - i
where p is the antenna aperture loss factor. This aper-
ture less factor accounts for antenna diffraction losses
with values ranging from 0.5 to 0.75. Therefore, substi-
tuting Eguation 2.16 into Equation 2.9 means that the
antenna gain is giver by
I
2 )'g
= hrh A a . (egn 2.17)
Wavelength is related to frequency (f) by the equation c- X
f
where c is the velocity of an electromagnetic wave traveling




o A . («3n 2. 18)g - M-K
It is new readily apparent that for a fixed antenna size, as
the operating frequency increases the antenna's gain
increases and its field of view narrows. Alternately, for a
specific carrier frequency, higher gains and narrower field
cf views require larger antennas. [Ref. 14].
B. BICEIVIKG ANTEHHAS
In the previous section it was shown that transmitting
antennas convert electronic signals to electromagnetic
fields and radiate them as pewer which decreases in field
intensity as the distance from the antennas increases.
Similarly, a receiving antenna converts impinging electro-
lagnetic fields to electronic signals whose power is
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proportional to the intensity cf the field power intercepted
by the receivirg antenna. Like transmitting antsr.nas,
receiving antennas have a fixed coordinate system with the
origin lccated at the center of the antenna. Unlike trans-
mitting antennas which are considered point sources,
receiving antennas are described in terms of an effective
area HQq t$
z
) which is a function of the direction cf
arrival (<\>.,<pz ) cf the plane wave, referenced xo the anten-
na's coordinate system. The effective receiving antenna
area in the direction (<fr.,4>? ) is then defined as [ Bef . 15]:
A(W power observed due to the field_ from the direction ( , <ft ? )power density of the field (eqn 2. 19)
As Figure 2.6 illustrates, the antenna area is a func-
tion of the direction angles ( <p , <p?) . Additionally, the
antenna area includes associated antenna losses and polari-
zation mismatches with respect tc the electromagnetic field.
a) (o°,o°: b) (45°, 45°: c) (45°, 90°;
figure 2. 6 Circular Heceiving Antenna Geometrj.
The effective area therefore describes a receiving pattern
ever all directions from the antenna coordinates. The
traximum ar€a
A m = max A(<k,0 ) (egn 2.20)
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is th€ largest area presented to arriving fields. This
Baximuni area is less than the physical antenna area A a due
to the receiving aperture loss factor p^ . This aperture
loss factor is due tc diffraction, and
A = o A . (eqn 2. 21
)
From the Rayleigh-Carson theorem of transmitting and
receiving plane wave antennas [Ref, 16 ], it can he shown
that
X I = IsL ? (egn 2.22)
Am g
where g ( 0. , <p ) is the antenna gain function that would
result if the antenna were used to transmit signals. In
general it can then be said that, except for scaling
factors, and antenna's transmitting and receiving patterns
are the sane, and the ability cf an antenna to receive from
a given direction eguals its ability to transmit power in
that same direction. From Eguation 2.17, where A a is the
antenna physical area, and the reciprocity principle it can





cr rewritten in the fcrm
2








,0,) = -*- g(0. /^,) • < e(3 n 2 - 24 >
This then relates antenna receiving araa pattern directly to
the gain pattern and the operating frequency. Furthermore,
the difference between the receiving antenna area function
and the antenna gain functicn is \z /b tt . Now recalling
Equation 2.9 and substituting according to Equation 2.23,
Qpv = A
2/A m . But from Equation 2.21 A m = p^ A p , so that
fl_ =
,21 (eqn 2.25)
which is the solid angle associated with maximal power
reception of the receiving antenna. This then implies that
directionality requires high operating frequencies in crder
to obtain antennas of reasonable size. Thus the design of
receiving antennas can be equivalently stated in terms of
transmitting antenna gain patterns. Therefore, if a
receiving antenna is required to have a given field of view
it can te designed as if it were a transmitting antenna with
the same field of view. For example, an antenna wixh the
pattern shewn in Figure 2.3 wculd collect transmitted power
primarily ever a 4° beamwidth as measured from the 3dB
points. [Ref. 17].
C. RECEIVED POWER
The actual amount of carrier power that can be trans-
mitted tc a receiver is a key parameter in assessing cemmu-
nicaticn system performance and controls management
decisions regardinc equipment specifications, link
distances, operating frequencies, and construction costs.
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Figure 2.7 is a typical communication system which oper-
ates at a fixed carrier frequency f . Within the trans-
mitter, the information signal passes through a transmitter
power amplifier which produces a modulated carrier signal





Figure 2.7 Transmitting and Receiving Channel.
the transmitter and is coupled to the transmitting antenna
terminals fcj means cf either a waveguide or a cable. The
power coupled to the antenna is given by
P^ = P L_




account for the guide or coupling losses at the
transmitter. From Equation 2.15 the EIBP of the transmitter




t Pr gt^'^j ) (eqn 2.27)
where pr is the radiation loss factor of the transmitting
antenna and g(<f>, , <p ) is the transmitting gain function in
the direction of the receiving antenna, located seme
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distance (D) away. As demonstrated by Equation 2.14, the
power density P arriving at the receiving antenna after
propagating a distance D is given by
P =
EIRP
. . (eqn 2. 28)den 4*-D2
Assuming that propagation cf the plane wave is through a
rcediuni ether than a perfect vacuum, an additional loss (L
a
)
iray be experienced due to atmospheric absortion, rainfall,




? L a . (eqn 2.29)den
4-ttD
2
It should be noted that for free space L a =1 which equates to
no less. The power collected by the receiving antenna









P , = P. JL- q {<p cf> ) . (eqn 2.30)ant den 47r * $
During conversion from the electromagnetic field to an
electronic signal, a portion of the intercepted power is
lost and accounted for by introducing a loss factor L









and from Equations 2.26, 2.27, 2.29, and 2.30 it can be
shown that total collected carrier power at the output
terminal of the receiving antenna is given by
te^-) <**v £ *+i-*'j ^pr=Pm> l Jr^f1 g t(A,*J -
A
- gr(A/*J L r • <e 9n 2 - 31 >
It becciies convenient to interpret
L
D
= -±- -i! = /li-) (egn 2.32)
p 4-ttD^ 4-7T • V4<n-D
as free space propagation less so that Equation 2.31 can be
written as
/ /
Assuming the antennas are properly aligned (<}>. ,<f>, = (^ ,<f>,) so
that the transmitter and receiver directions are at the peak
cf the gain functions, then F r can be written as
P = p nLLLLgg («qn 2.33)
r amp^rtaprtr
where g t and gr are new the respective antenna gains. This
equation then is a summary cf the effect of the complete
carrier transmission subsystem as the power flows from the
transmitter power amplifier to the receiving antenna
terminals.
It can be seen that Equation 2.33 involves simply a
product cf the gains and losses along the signal path.
Usually, gains and losses are given in terms of dB.




in dE notation. This results in
/p ) -
(P amp)dB +( r^dB +(L t }dB +(L a )dB ( 3 qn 2.34)
r dB " +<V* + < L r>B ^t^ ^r^
where all factors are dB values with the loss factors being
negative. The propagation less factor L
p
when put in dB
rotation reduces to either
(L p ) = [-36.6 - 201ogD - 201og(f c )]dB <
e(3 n 2 - 35 >
when distance is in iriles and frequency is in MHz, or
(Lp)^ = [-32.4 - 201ogD - 201og(f
c
)]dB
(Sqn 2 ' 36)
when distance is in kilometers and frequency is in MHz. The
final result is that the received power available from the
receiving antenna is given by Equation 2.34. This equation
is knewn as the power budget equation. It must be used if
one is to analyze system performance in terms of received
power levels.
Exairple 2.1: Assume a communications system must be
designed fcr placement in mountainous terrain where the
transmitting and receiving stations are to be located
approximately 30 miles apart. The frequency manager fcr the
area has assigned 270KHz as the carrier frequency. If the
output of the transmitter pewer amplifier is 100watts, guide
and coupling losses to the transmitting antenna total 1dB,
and the radiation loss factor of the transmitting antenna is
0.95, then the total radiated power is 18.777dBH. The
propagation loss can be calculated to be 114.74 dB. If the
total atmospheric losses due to absortion and scattering are
3dB, the guide and coupling losses of the receiver's antenna
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secticn are identical to the transmitter's, and the minimum
detectable signal level is 1/xwatt, it can be determined that
the combined gain cf the two antennas must be UOdB.
Assuming that the antennas employed are identical dish
antennas with an aperture loss factor of 0.75, their size
can be determined tc be approximately 1 foot in diameter.
Thus the cost of setting up such a system should be
moderate.
E. ANTENNA PROPAGATION CHANNELS
There are four rasic propagation channels that can be
defined for the electromagnetic fields transmitted by
antennas, as indicated in Figure 2.8. These are (1) the
ground *ave channel; (2) the space wave channel; (3) the sky
wave channel; and (4) the outer space wave channel. Each is
appropriate in a specific application and each defines a








Figure 2-8 Free Space Propagation Channels.
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1 • Ground Have Cha nne l
fihen both the transmitter and receiver are iccated
within a few meters cf the earth, the electromagnetic field
behaves as a wave picpagating within a waveguide with the
earth itself serving as a waveguide wall. Such models are
applicable in landbased mobile and hand-held communication
systems. The grcund save channel is characterized by strong
attenuaticn with distance and attenuation values increasing
sharply as carrier frequency increases. Thus the ground
wave channel is practical enly for systems operating at or
below the HF ranee over distances of a few miles.
[Ref. 19].
2 . Sk^ Wa ve Channel
The sky wave channel results when the propagating
electromagnetic field is reflected by either the ionosphere
cr troposphere boundary region. The ionosphere is a region
cf free electrons trapped in a belt around the earth. To
the lenger wavelength carrier frequencies (HF and below) the
ionosphere appears as a conducting surface which reflects
carrier energy. This characteristic allows long range,
cver-the-hcrizon communications such as the Navy's HF ship-
to-shcre or fleet broadcast channels. (Ref. 20].
2s has been pointed cut, antanna size is inversely
related to carrier frequency (the lower the frequency the
larger the antenna). For this reason, frequencies below the
BF range are usually not employed for sky wave channel
transmission. Cn the other hand, the smaller wavelengths
above HF penetrate the ionosphere and are absorbed cr scat-
tered rather than reflected.
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3- S^ace Wave Channel
The space wave channel is strictly a line-cf- sight
(LOS) char.nel contained within the earths atmosphere
wherety the electromagnetic field propagates directly from
the transmitter to the receiver. Typical examples of such
communication channel use are earth-airplane, airplane-
airplane, and microwave relay systems- Since LOS systems
are fitted on highly mobile platforms or placed en fixed
site structures which require raising antennas high enough
to preclude severe signal ground attenuation, frequencies of
operation are restricted tc that portion of the spectrum
above HF. [Ref. 21 ].
Kaximum reception distance or the LOS distance of
systems utilizing the space wave channel is dependent on the
altitude cf both the transmitting and receiving antennas as
shown in Figure 2.9. Clearly, if the height of the antenna
Figure 2.9 LOS Geometry.
at staticn 2 and 3 in Figure 2.9 is equal, then as the
height of the antenna at station 1 increases, so does the




). Referring to Figure 2.10
m

Figure 2.10 LOS Determination.
the LOS distance can te determined using Pythagorean rela-




) + r = (h
x
+r) (eqn 2.37)
where r is the earth's radius and h
:
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Now h << r and h
2
<< r so that h* « 2h
1





T =^\ +^7 (eqn 2.38)
Furthermcre, the average radius of the earth (r) is
3960milss whereas the heights h, and are usually
expressed in feet. Ihen Eguation 2.38 yields the approxi-
mate ICS distance in miles for two antennas elevated hi and
h
2
fee*. If either antenna is located at ground level the
respective term simply is . So from Equation 2.38
LOS (miles) = 1.2(^h~~ +^7 ) (egn 2.39)
Ihis then is the distance used to calculate the propagation
path less in the power budcet equation (for a transmission
set Cf similar to Figure 2. 9 )
.
Since the space wave channel is contained within the
earth's atmesphere, the propagating wave is also subjected
to attenuation due to atmospheric particles. This effect is
particularly severe when the carrier frequency/wavelength
approaches the size cf the various particles in the atmos-
phere. Rainfall tends to be a particularly significant
attenuator since water drop sizes approach the wavelengths
associated with the higher microwave frequencies.
4 • £ii££E Space Cha nnel
an outer space channel involves transmission cut
through the earth's atmosphere -co satellites and space
statiens. In this channel energy must pass through the
ionosphere boundary layer rather than be reflected. Thus
cuter space channels require use of operating frequencies
well abeve the HF band. As the carrier frequency is
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increased into the VF.F and SHF band a larger portion cf the
field energy passes through the ionosphere rather than being
scattered and reflected. The signal must still pass through
the atmosphere and is subject to atmospheric attenuation;
however, the relatively small distance of atmosphere
compared tc an extracrdinar ily long propagation distance in
a near vacuum significantly reduces the impact of the atmos-
pheric effects. Thus the najoi attenuating factor for the
cuter space channel is propagation path loss. Furthermore,
satellite to satellite or space- station to space-station
communications would have no atmospheric losses since commu-
nications would be totally outside the earth's atmosphere.
[Ref. 22].
5 • 1LI Channel
Cne final channel which has not been previously
identified is the ELF channel. It is only mentioned because
of recent work conducted in the ELF band and the approved
Department cf Defense's ELF project as part of the strategic
triad. The principle underlying the propagation cf an ELF
carrier signal is that at the ELF frequencies -he earth and
ionosphere toundary layer act like the interior walls of a
waveguide. Waveguides are normally constructed such that
the principal dimension is either 1/4 or 1/8 of the carrier
freguency wavelength. Thus if the boundary of the iono-
sphere is 300 miles above the earth, the operating frequency
can te determined by
— (A/8) = 300miles.
where A=c/f. So that f=(c/ \ ) =77Hz. It can therefore be





Ic be cf value as a relay point for communications fiom
one pcint on Earth tc another, a communications satellite
oust have a predictable orbit. The orbit must also have
characteristics which permit reasonable terminal designs
that car be affqrdably deployed at both fixed sites and
aboard mobile platforus. A number of satellite orbits have
value fcr different communications systems. By far the most
popular is the geosynchronous orbit satellite which has -che
unigue characteristic of appearing fixed in space relative
to an Earth observer.
1 . Crbital Parameters
Three fundamental laws govern the orbital motion of
Earth satellites. These are:
1. Newton's law cf universal gravity - The force
on the satellite due to the earth's gravita-
tional field is inversely proportional tc the
distance between the earth and satellite
centers.
2. Kepler's first law - Satellite orbits lie in
planes which pass through the earth's center
and are conic sections.
3. Kepler's second law - Elliptical orbit satel-
lites have orbit period (T) and orbit semi-




Figure 2.11 shows two conic sections of interest with
respect tc communication satellites. These are the ellipse
and the special case ellipse which is a circle. Figure 2.12
shows the general ellipical orbit. The major axis is 2a and










Figure 2.12 Elliptical Orbit.
Earth. The closest point of approach to Earth is called
perigee and the farthest distance from Earth is called
apogee. A characteristic of an elliptical orbit which is of
seme interest is eccer.trici ty of the orbit, e. Eccentricity
is a measure of an orbit's elliptical shape and is
determined by e= J 1- (b/a) 2 . Thus as an orbit becomes less
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elliptical, b/a increases sc that e becomes smaller and
smaller. For the special case of a circular orbit, fc=a
vihich is the radius cf a circle and e = 0. Two additional
parameters cf interest are the instantaneous/linear velccity
cf a satellite and its crbital period. Instantaneous
velocity (v) is given by:
v = V^W (eqn 2.40)
where ju. is Earth's gravitational constant
(3. 992x 10 5 km 3/sec2 ) , r is the instantaneous distance to the
satellite, and "a" is the semi-major axis of the orbit. The





where T is in seconds. [Ref. 24].
The one orbit which is cf importance to present day
satellite ccmm unicaticns is the geosynchronous orbit. As
previously mentioned, this crbit is characterized by a
circular crtit (eccentricity of zero) with period and incli-
nation selected so that the satellite appears staticnary to
an cbserver on Earth. Inclination is the tilt of the
crbital plane with respect to Earth's equatorial plane as
illustrated in Figure 2.13. Thus it can be seen that for a
geosynchrcus orbit, the satellite must be positioned abcve
the earth's equator. Because the earth is in orbit around
the sun in addition tc rotating about its north-south axis,
the crbital period of a geosynchronous satellite can net be
determined as siirply as its inclination. As it turns out,
the orbital period cf a geosynchronous satellite is cne









Figure 2-13 Orbit Inclination.
Ihe sub-orbital point cf a gaosynchronous satellite
is that feint on Earth directly beneath the satellite. The
distance frcm this pcint to the satellite can be determined
ty studying the forces acting en the satellite. fcher. the
satailite is in its crbit, the gravitational fores between
the satellite and Eaith is balanced by the centrifugal force
cf The satellite orbiting Earth. From physics, the gravita-
tional fcrce is giver by
F = G
M M (egn 2.U2)
where is the universal gravitational constant
<6.6"?3x1C 8 cir.3/gm-sec2) M
e
is the mass of Earth
(5. 983x 1C 23 gm) , M
s
is the mass cf the satellite , and r is
the distance between the centers of Earth and the satellite.
ae

The centrifugal force cf the orbiting satellite is;
F = M,a> r (eqn 2.43)
where o> is the angular velocity of the satellite and is
equal to 2tt/T. When equilibrium is achieved, the fcrces
descrited ty Equations 2.42 and 2.43 are equal and opposite.













is simply the earth's gravitational constant /j.,. and







Substituting the appropriate values into the equation for /a
and T results in an crbital radius 42,185Km (26 ,212milss)
from the center cf Earth. The sub-orbital distance is the
satellite crbital radius minus Earth's equatorial radius
(6378Km/3963miles) . The sub-orbital radius is 35,807Km
(22 , 249rciles)
.
Thus a communication signal transmitted
between the satellite and a sub-orbital Earth station would




Ihe tangential velocity required for a geosynchro-
nous satellite to maintain crbit can be quickly determined
by applying the results of Equation 2.45 to Equation 2.40..
However, Equation 2.39 can be somewhat simplified sines the
semi-irajcr axis of a circular crbit is equal to the instant-
reous distance r from the earth which is the sufc-ortital
distance. Thus V =-v//x/r , sc that rh<3 tangential velocity
cf a geosynchronous satellite is 11,074 Km/hr.
2 • Antenna Cons icerati ens
If a satellite is tc be used as a relay cf communi-
cation signals between various points on Earth, the coverage
cr pciticn cf the Earth which can be viewed frcm the satel-
lite is impcrtant. Therefore, the satellite antenna team-
width cr field of view required to provide maximum Earth
coverage must be determined. From a management perspective,
the desired antenna teamwidth is such that the transmitted
electromagnetic field impinges on the Earth's surface with
no spill-ever to the space teyend. Figure 2.14 illustrates
the geciretry to be employed to quantify the satellite
antenna teamwidth necessary to provide maximum Earth
coverage while conserving transmitter power output. In
Figure 2.14 , R is the earth's equatorial radius, h is the
suborbital distance, $ m is the maximum latitude of recep-
tion, and <p
m















Figure 2„14 Maximum Satellite Coverage.
From the deter irinaticn of the suborbital distance for
geosyrchioncus satellites it can be shown that the beam width
needed tc provide maximum Earth coverage is 17. 40.
Similarly, the maximum Earth coverage achieved with this
antenna is given by:
20 - 2arcccs[ B/(R+h) ]
which turns cut to fc€ 162.6°. The maximum physical user
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separaticn en Earth can be calculated from
s = r$ (eqr. 2. hi)
where s is the linear distance ever a curved surface, r is
the radius of the earth, and 6=2 m radians. Thus the
rraximum user separaticn is 11,2U6miles or 18 r 100Km.
Satellite
Figure 2. 15 Earth Station Geometry,
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Fcr Earth stations which are not located at the
suborbital point, two factors n>ust be considered. These are
the direct path distance to the satellite and the Earth
station's antenna elevation angle to the satellite. Figure
2.15 illustrates the geometry used to determine these two
factors. Since the geosynchronous satellite is positioned
ever the equator, the Earth station's latitude
m
is
directly related to the antenna elevation angle a and the
direct path distance I to the satellite. The triangle in
Figure 2.15 can be broken into two distinct right triangles
{as in Figure 2.16) to determine both a and f. Tc deter-
mine $ the dimensions of the lower triangle must first be
found and then applied to the second triangle. In turn this
information can te used to solve for a. Knowing R and $m ,
A and B are found frcm




Figure 2.16 Partitioned Geometry.

and
B = R sin(0 ) . Oqn 2.49)
m
Then
C = h+R-A = h+R[l-cos( $J]
so that /= y B 2 + C2 , cr
/= (h2 +2hR +2R 2 -2hR cos -2R 2 cos ) * (eqn 2.50)
* y mm
and th€ angle z is determined from tan(z)=3/C. Or
R sin( 8^
z = acrtan h+R-Rcos( 9 )
m
Now since there are a total of 180° in a triangle and a is
the angle atove the horizon then a= (1 80<>- m-z) -90° , cr




m h+R-Rcos( $ )
m
However, if the elevation angle is known then the general-
ized fern cf the Pythagorean theorem, namely
C Z= a 2+ b2- 2ab cos $ {eqn 2.52)
can te applied to Figure 2. 15. It can then be shown that





Thus (h+E) 2 can be rewritten and put into the quadratic form
t
2
+(2Rsina)/-(h 2 + 2hR) = (eqn 2.53)




-2Rsinaiy4R2sin2a + 4h2 + 8hR
(eqn 2.54)
Now 0° < a < 90°. Eurther more, the distance l must always
te positive, therefore Equation 2.54 can be written as
f = -Rsina + V R 2 sin 2a + h^ + 2hR (eqn 2.55)
Example 2.2: Assume a geosynchronous communication
satellite is "parked" at 177° East longitude.
.
If an Earth
staticr is located in Singapore ( 1°N 104' E ) then $ , the
angle between the satellite sub-orbital point and the Earth
sxaticn, is 73° (mere accurately 73°00'08") and using
Equation 2.51 the elevation angle of the Earth station
antenna can be determined to be 8.4Q above the herizen.
Then frcm this elevation angle the propagation path { $ )
between the satellite and the Singapore station is deter-
mined via Equation 2.55 and found to be 25,338 miles.
Example 2.3: Assume an Earth station satellite
antsnra must be aligned such that for maximum received
signal fewer the antenna is pointed 5° above the herizen.
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Ihe distance ever which the signal must propagate iron5 the
satellite to the Earth station can be determined from
Eguaticr. 2.53 and is 25,567 miles. If the carrier frequency
is known to be 6GH2 then the path loss ( Equation 2.32 ) is
found to be -200dB.
3 . Ant enn a, Alianiiut Error
As electromagnetic waves propagate from a radiating
antenna they expand or "spread" in accordance with the
antenna's radiation pattern. From Figure 2.17 , an electro-
magnetic wave propagated by an antenna with gain g and
planar teamwidth <f> , will re spread over a distance W at a
distance D units away from the antenna.
Antenna
g
Figure 2.17 Expanding Plane Wave,
The one dimensional spreading distance W of the
propagating wave can be determined provided the transmitting
antenna gair (g) is krown and the spatial radiation pattern
is symmetrical. From Equations 2.9 and 2.10 it can te shewn
that
% 9 . , 1 A












let y{1/g) = x anc a= arcsin(x) . Using the trigcmetric
identities tan2a = (2tana) / (1-tan 2a) , where a is in terms of
arcsin(x), and tan[ arcsin (x) ] = -J [ x2 / ( 1-x 2 ) ] ; then
^
2Vx 2/(l-x 2 )tanza =
1-[xV(1-xO]






4 ^ g X
. (egn 2.56)
g-2
Equation 2.56 indicates that as the gain of an antenna
increases the spreading of the plane wave at a given
distance decreases. A quantitative comparison of the gains






















Values are for C=30miles from the transmitter
In crder for an antenna to receive a propagating
electromagnetic wave, not only must the receiving antenna ba
within tie area which the propagating wave traverses, but it
trust alec te pointed in the direction of the transmitter.
Therefore, if the transmitting and receiving antennas are
separated by a distance D, Equation 2.56 (which describes
the plane wave spreading distance) determines the distance
that a receiving antenna can travel and still be within the
field cf view of the transmitting antenna. Assuming the
antenna in Figure 2.17 describes a receiving antenna, a
signal criginating at any point along the line W can be
"viewed" by the antenna, as lcng as the signal is propa-
gating toward the receiver. A critical question then
follows, "Ecw accurately must antennas be pointed?"
For the case cf a geosynchronous satellite which has
a transmitting antenna providing Earth coverage (17.4° beam-
width) it can be shewn that if the antenna is misaligned 1°
from the suh-orbital point all Earth stations on one side of








Figure 2.18 1 Degree Satellite Antenna Misalignment.
The misalignment distance S , is given by
S = D$
where D is the distar.ce from the antenna and 6 is the misa-
lignment in radians. Thus fcr a geostationary satellite
antenna misalignment of 1° , the transmitted signal is
shifted completely out of view for Earth stations within a
388mile fringe where coverage would normally occur.
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Conversely, pointing accuracy for an Earth station
antenna is not as critical as the pointing of the satel-
lite's antenna. As should te observed, if the Earxh station
antenra is aligned in such a way that the satellite is in
the center of the artenna gain pattern, in order tc be
withir the field of view of the satellite, the poin-ing
accuracy of the antenna must be no worse than half the












In the actual operation of a communication system the
recovered fcavaforms at the receiver do net generally corre-
spond exactly tc the desired waveforms produced in the
transmitter. This is due to anomalies occurring in trans-
mission and reception that cause signal distortion and the
inserticr cf interference and noise waveforms. These
effects cause a tasic deterioration of the desired waveform
and degrade the overall communication operation. Tc assess
the performance of a communication link it is therefore
necessary tc account for these effects in system analysis.
Typically, a specific performance criterion relating desired
and actual cperation is first decided on. Subsequent system
comparison is then based on satisfying the criterion. When
more than ere system design is being considered, a compar-
ison can te made with respect tc the decided criterion and
the nest favorable system can be determined.
Cne cf the most convenient and widely used measures of
performance in communication analysis is the signal to noise
ratio (SNH) . Signal tc Noise Ratio is defined as
power in desired waveform
SNR =
ower of the interfering waveform
Thus SNB indicates hew much stronger the desired signal is
relative to the interference at some point in the system.
If SUE is greater than one, there is more power in the
desired signal than iu the interference, and vice versa if
SNR is less than one. [Hef. 26].
In addition to collecting the desired carrier field from
a transmitting antenna, a receiving antenna also collects
noise energy from background scurces in its field of view.
This background energy is due primarily to random noise
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emissions ficm galactic, solar, and terrestrial sources,
constituting the sky background. The amount of noise
collected ty an antenna is the major limitation to the
sensitivity of the receiving system since it determines the
weakest carrier signal that can be distinguished. Another
type of noise which may appear during reception is radio
freguency interference (RFI) and is due to ether transmit-
ting sccrces. A third and final noise to te mentioned is
thermal noise. This noise is due to the random mcticn of
electicns within the communication system component material
and is directly related to material temperature. As the
temperature of the components increases so does electron
mcticn and thus the circuit noise level. Thus thermal noise
is zerc only at a tetrperature cf absolute zero. [Ref. 27].
The multitude and complexity of factors which affect
hackcrcund noise and RFI preclude further discussicn of
their ccntribution tc system analysis; however, thermal
noise cr the noise generated within the communication system
warrants further study.
G. SISTIM NOISE
Consider an electronic device as shown in Figure 2.20
which is being fed by a consxant source with output impe-
dance Z
s
that is matched to the input resistance Z\ n cf the
device. Assume the scurce is at a temperature T Kelvin and




It is well documented that a resistor having impedance Z at









Figure 2.20 Electronic System with Noise Sources.
(voltags) spectral density level is given by UkT Z
s
(volts) 2
per hertz, where k is Boltzraann's constant, 1.379x10" 23
watts/ Kelvin hertz (see Figure 2.21 ). The noise vcltage V
generated ty Z
s
in tie bandwidth C°» B ] is 4kTo z s E# The
thernal r.cise voltage generated by the irnpedence Z
s
can be
viewed as an external voltage source so that Figure 2.2G can
be viewed in terras of the system shown in Figure 2.22 where
Z
s
is nc« considered noise- free. Using zhe voltage divider
















(V) (v-^J Vin •in
Electronic
device
Figure 2-22 Noise Voltage Source to Electronic System.
Since pcwei is given by the voltage













+ z in/ z i n
V
















with power gain G
Pout.=kTnBG
Figure 2-23 System Noise Power
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for inpecance matched conditions. As shown in Figure 2.23 ,
the output noise power of a device due to its input thermal
noise is given by the product cf the device input power and
the device power gain. Hence
Noise power output of a device
kT BG = in B hertz due to the source
thermal noise at T„ •
(egn 2. 61)
The noise figure f of a device is defined as
Total output noise in a bandwidth B
A when input source is at TQ= 2 9 Kelvin
Output noise due only to the source in
bandwidth B at temperature T =290°K
(egn 2.62)
Cevice ncise figure therefore is the ratio of the total
output device noise to the output noise due to the source
alone, when the input source is at 290°K. The total output
noise is that noise due to the input source plus that due to
internally generated noise within the device- itself.










It is readily apparent that F>1 for all practical cases
since F. =0 only fcr an ideal noissless system.
"int
Noise
figures are usually expressed in decibels with typical
values fcr receiver amplifiers in the range 2-12dB. From
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Eguaticn 2.63 th<5 amount of noise generated in a system is
giver, by
P 1nt = k[(F-l)290 ]BG
Eut T^ =2900 so tha*
P int = k[(F-l)T o ]BG . (egn 2.64)
Comparing Eguations 2.60 and 2.6U it can bs seen that the
irterral ncise can be viewed as if it were caused by an
input system temperature (F-1)T . This temperature, (F-1)T,
is called the device equivalent temperature T so that
T
eq
= (F-1)T (egn 2.65)
Example 2.4: Assume a device has a noise figure of 3dB.
Then 1=2 and the equivalent tempera -cure of the device is
given by
T = (2-1) 290OK
eq
T^ = 290OK .




^ ^» then the device noise figure can be
deteririned by:
700= (F-1) 290O.
Thus the ncise figure (F) = (70/290) +1 = 1-24 or 0.94dE.
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It icst cases an electronic device is composed cf a
series cr cascade cf devices each having its cwr. r.oise
figure and power gain. In order to determine the total
noise power of the system, the noise figure of each stage cf
the cascade must be evaluated. For analysis purposes





and power gain Sj and G
2
respectively.
Assume the devices are impedance matched at their respective
input and output terminals. Then given that P inl =kTE and
from Eguaticns 2.62 and 2.64














out r k<Io 3G l ? l-
Now ficm Figure 2,24 and assuming impedance matched condi-
tions, it can be seen that F ^ = P. „ so that
o u t 1 i n 2
"o u t 2
"ou t 2
'o u t 2
Pin2 G 2 + Pint2
P
outl G 2 + ^[(F2 -DT o ]BG 2
kT BG.F.G, + k[(F.-l)T _ ]BG.













Figure 2.24 Cascade of Two Systems.
Solving for the total noiss figure according to Equation
2.62
F =
kT^BGiGoFi + k(F ? -l)T n BGo D°l u 2 r l d^ 2
kT BG 1 G 2
F = F, +
G,
(eqn 2. 66)
Fcllcwing a similar approach, an analysis of a system
containing several cascaded devices can be conducted. In
general a cascade of n devices results in an overall system
noise figure equation of
F-l F-l F-l
F = R + -*— + -±— + Ji—




12 1 2 3 G1 G2 G3-
(eqn 2.67)
n-1
where F. represents the noise figure of the i stage; G.
represents the gain cf the i stage; and i = 1 ,2, 3 , . . .n. It
should be noted that in Equation 2.67 F. and G. are numbers
(that is, net given in dB's).
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Example 2.6: Assume a system is composed of three r.oisy
devices in cascade each with the noise figures and gains
indicated in Figure 2.25 . The overall system noise figure
can then be determined using Equation 2.67 so that
F = 2 + 6.3JL- 1 3.16
- 1
100 (100)(1.023)
F = 2 + 0.0531 + 0.0211
F = 2.0742
Comparing the resultant noise figure to the noise figure of
the first stage alone, it can be observed that had the
overall noise figure been estimated as equal to the first










Figure 2,25 Cascade of Three Noisy Devices.
Examination cf Equation 2.67 indicates that each succes-
sive stage cf a cascade device contributes less and less to
the overall system rcise figure. Furthermore, the first
stage contribution is its entire noise figure while the
contribution of the second is seme inverse proportion of the
gain cf the first device. Therefore, it can be concluded
that wher considering system noise figure, the most impor-
tant factors for a cascaded system is the first stage noise
figure and cain characteristics.
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Eecause thermal ncise is caused by the random ruction of
electrons and systems cannot fce operated to absolute zero
temperature, every electronic device must necessarily have a
noise figure associated with it that is greater than unity.
Consider a purely lcssy or attenuation device such as a
transmission line, waveguide or cable at a temperature (T Q )
(Figure 2.26). Let L n be the power loss factor of the
attenuating device. Assuming a matched input power scurce
is at temperature T , then the input noise power tc the
attenuatcr is given ry Eguaticn 2.60 so that
R n = kT n Bin g (eqn 2.68)
Ihen from Scuaticn 2
ator is
.61 the noise power out of the attenu-







Figure 2.26 Noisy Attenuator.
and since L
g
< 1, then P out < Pi n so that the difference in
the pcwer levels must be the noise power dissipated by the
attenuatcr and therefore is the internal noise power gener-




P = p + p. (^qn 2.70)in out i n t
so that the internal noise power can be determined from
P =1 -P
i n t in out











(€<3n 2 ' 71)
Sow to determine the noise figure of the lossy device
Equation 2.71 can be substituted into Equation 2.63 thus
kT q B(l - L q )
F = 1 +
KT BL
g
1 T QF=l+ - 1 —a . (^qn 2.72)
It can re concluded that when the input source to a lossy
device is at T°, then the noise figure of that lossy device
is given as
1
F = — . (eqn 2.73)
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A tt9r.ua ting devices such as waveguides, cables and
transmission lines are grossly specified in terms cf their
power Ices per unit length, such as for example 0.1 dE per
meter. Ihus an attenuating device's noise figure changes as
its length is altered.
Example 2.7: Determine the noise figure of a 50meter




) dB = (50meters) X (0. 1dB/ineter) = 5dB.
Ihus the total cable less of 5dB translates to L =0.316 sc
g






P 1 [ (1/. 316) - 1 ](350/290)
1=3.61 or 5.5 dE .
What is the noise figure if 10ireters are cut from the cable?
It is readily apparent that the loss of the cable is new 4dB
which represents an L* of 0.393 and therefore
F = 1 [(1/.398) - 1 ](350/290)
F = 2.2
or equiv alertly














Figure 2.27 Receiver System Front-End Block Diagram.
Ey applying the underlying concepts of Equations 2.67
and 2.73 , the overall noise figure of a system composed of
a cascade cf amplifiers and attenuators can be obtained.
Example 2.8: Given a receiver front-end block diagram
in Figure 2.27 for which the maximum acceptable system noise
figure is 10dB, the maximum allowable length of the wave-
guide can re determined.
= F +
Total preamp
guide - 1 amp - 1
preamp <t
1/Lg - 1 6.32
F = 1.26 + r±-- +
reamp ^ guide
1






10 = (1.26) (1/100L ) - (1/100) + (5.3/100L )
6.75 = (6.3/10 0LQ )











Figure 2.28 Receiver Front-End,
Thus
L„ = -21.42 dB
so that
length of guide =
-21.42 dB
-0.1 dB/meter = 214.2 meters
Therefore, the maximuii length the waveguide can be such that
the c?eiall system noise figure will not exceed 10dB is
214.2m€ters .
As mentioned in the previous section, one of the
nerfcrirar.ee criteria used to evaluate performance cf elec-
tronic systems is their output signal to niose ratio (SHE).
Ihe SNR compares the desired information signal power tc the
internal ncise pewer level* A simple expression for SNS is
deveicpec through use of an example, as illustrated in
Figure 2.28 . Assume the received carrier power is F
r ,
the
cable connecting the antenna tc the amplifier has a less
I Kelvin. The amplifier has a noise
figure F
a
and a gain cf G
a






f is determined to be (F a /L g ) frcra Equations 2.67 and 2.73







It can be seen that the output noise power (P. ¥ ) from the
systen is given by
P int =[ (F a /I g )-1 ]kT BL g G a
If th« signal or carrier irput power to the system is P
r














[(Fa/Lg) - HkT B
Fecogrizing that F ,/L is the overall system noise figure in
a' g
the example, a generalized system SNR can now be stated as
SNR =




B. MICBCiAiE REIAY SYSTEM AHAIYSIS
la 1SU7, the Bell Telephone System placed the first
microwave carrier system in operation. Microwave systems
utilize line-of- sight transmission; therefore, th€ system
transmitters and receivers must be situated such that they
can "see" each other along the curvature of the earth. This
is accomplished fcy mounting the systems' antennas on towers
high above ground. Per economic reasons, towers of approxi-
irately KOfeet are cemmonly used. Thus the maximum distance
tetween each tower can be determined by Equation 2.38 . The
analysis of a microwave system is initially approached via
the use of the power budget equation. A more practical
approach that accounts for construction limitations is then
analyzed
.
1 • Theoretical Approach
Assume a signal must be transmitted ever seme
distance D
T
which is beyond line-of -sight . In this case an
intermediary relay must be installed as shown in Figure
2.29. Also assume that the relays are equally spaced at
some AC interval and each has a power amplifier with a
gain cf A. That is for any given relay, P . ~ P. A, or
eguivalently
(P . ) dB = (P. ) dB + (A) d3.
out in' y '
Disregarding noise, assume each transmit and receive antenna
has a gain of Gt and G r respectively. Also assume all
losses except propagation path less are combined in ens term
labled I. Then refering to Figure 2.29






















Figare 2,29 Hicrowave Relay System.
(Erl)dB = < F in> dB + < A>dB + < L )dB + <L P>dB + ( G t)dB + (Gr^
<S r2 )dB =^rl)dB + <*>dB + < L )dB + (L p)dB + ( G t)dB + <G r ) dB
^raJde =(Pr2) <fl + < A ) dB +< L >dB + <L P>dB + < G t)dB + < G r> dB
Substituting P . intc successive aquations it can be seen
that
<*r3>dB = <P in>dB +3 C(A) dB Ml)* + <Lg ) dB (
G
t ) dB <
G
r ) * 3-
Again referring to figure 2.29 it can be demonstrated that
if a ccmiunicaticn link over a distanct D
T
is broken into n
equal sections of distance AD then the number of repeaters
which will be installed is n- 1
.
Therefore the power
received by the n 1^ receiving antenna is given by
< Ern>dB =<Pi„>« "C<»1* MU, (!.), * Wt ) * ( G, ) ]
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and in Figure 2.29 D is the distance related to the path
less between each relay. Therefore for each L
p
factor in




Since L. /n = AD, then for this analysis of the system










Therefore any microwave relay system can be analyzed in
terms of the power received at the receiver site antenna
where the received pewer is given by
nc
(Prn) = n[A + L + 201og^^ + G t + G r ] + ( P, n )
d3 j do
(egn 2.75)
and all factors are dE values.
Exaiple 2.9: The cne link system. Suppose that
L=3dE; A = 20dB; P. =1watt; G +G =40dB ; distance =100Km; and
in t r
f=10GHz; the power received can be determined from Equation
2.75 where n=1 for this case,
determined from Equation 2; 36 so that
First, however, (I ) dB is
L p
= ("32. 44)-20 (log10 0) -20 (log10) = -152.44 dE
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lhen frci Equation 2.75
P
rl = (20dE-3dB- 152 .44dB +40dB) + OdBW
P rl = -95.44 dBW .
Example 2.10: The two link system. Given the same
values of the previous example with tha exception that a two
link system over a 1CC km distance results in a distance of
50Km between any trarsmiT-receiva antenna pair. The propa-
gation path loss factcr (L ) is now reduced to
Ip = -32.UU - 2Clog(50) - 20log(10) = -146.42dE.
Then
Erl = 20dB -3dB -146.42dB 40dB = -89.42dBW
and
Fr2 = (20dB -3dB -146.42dB 40 dB) - 89.42dBW
(E
r2
) dB = -178.84 dBW.
If a system is to be installed over a given distance
and a iinimum leva! of received power is necessary and
known, the minimum number of relays needed can be determined
using Equation 2.75 .
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Example 2.11: Assume P
r n
>-15dB; Pi n =1vatt;
A=30dE; I=3dB; f=1GHz; G t *G r =90dB; D=100Km. The minimum
number of- relays needed is determined from
P = n[30 - 3 + 2 01og (nc/477fD) + 90 ]
r n
-15dB = n[-15.44 201og(n)]dB.
Scluticn cf this nonlinear equation in n is best accom-
plished by trial and error method, so that for this example
n can be determined from Table II. Clearly Table II indi-
cates that the minimum number of microwave links is 4.
Therefore, two relay towers should be installed between the




solution to Exanple 2. 11














2- Applications A pproach
& mere realistic problem is one in which the total
transmission distance is known and a specified number of
links is required. The problem is to determine the power
level iecuirements at the receiver.
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=90dB; f=lGHZ; distance of entire system is
50QKm; and 10 links are to be used. The minimum received
power level can fce determined to be
P = nfA+L+L +G + +G 1-fP. •
First
I = -32.44dB -2Clog (500/10) -20lcg(10) = 126.42dB
Then
F, = 10[30dE -3dB -126.U2dB + 90dB] + OdBW
P = -94.2dBW.
r n
Normally, technical considerations dictate the
minimum discernable signal level required at the input of a
receiver. Thus Eguation 2.75 can be used tc determine the
required input signal power. In addition, the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) or other regulatory agencies
may limit transmitter power and operating frequencies;
therefore Equation 2.75 can be used to determine total
antenna gain parameters. Assuming the carrier frequency and
the number of relays are determined prior to system design,
with regard to the variables in Equation 2.75, only the less
factors can be considered physical properties which the
system designer can net alter.
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3 • giciowa vs System Si gnal^tp-Noise Ratio
As mentioned in earlier segments of this chapter,
system signal-to-noise ratio is the predominant parameter by
which a system's performance is evaluated. It is necessary
then that seme effort be made to develop an understandable
approach to the determination of SNE for the microwave relay
system.






Figure 2.30 Sulti-link Microwave System.
Assume a microwave relay system consists of n links
of equal distance as illustrated in Figure 2.30 . Further
assume that similar components are used for each link such
that the lesses from propagation, atmospheric conditions
(i.e. rain or suspended particulate matter) , and coupling
can be "lumped" together into an aggregate gain term G.
Also, if the noise figure and gain of the amplifier are
known and denoted F and A respectively, then Figure 2.30
Si
can be viewed as being represented by Figure 2.31 . Let the
output power of link 1 te denoted ?aAl such that





































Figure 2.31 Simplified Multi-link System.
where P
s j
is the signal power cut of Link 1 and P
n x
is the
r.oise fowei out. Then the signal power out of Link 1 is
giver, by:
Psl =Pin AG
where P. is the signal power input to Link 1 and the r.oise
fewer output of Link 1 is
where P
i n t
is the ncise power generated by the amplifier.
from Fguaticn 2.64 it has been determined that
P. (F -1) kT BA
i n t a o
SO t h at






Therefore the signal-to-noise ratio for the first link of
the system is










(F - l)kTB (eqn 2.76)
It can te readily seen that in Figure 2.31 the
cutput cf Link 1 is the input to Link. 2 and consists of both-
signal (E
sl ) and noise (P nl ) . The output of Link 2 will ba
an airplificaticn of hoth signal and noise plus some addi-
tional ncise generated in the link 2 amplifier. The signal











Ihe ncise pcwer cut cf Link 2 is
I














a -D**o BAG -




= i\ -1)kT Q B[ (AG) 2* (AG) ] .
Therefor? the signal-tc-noise ratio at the output side of










-1)kT B [ (AG) 2+ (AG) ] .
It can te shown then that by applying Equation 2.76 the




1 h/i 1+(AG) * ]>
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where SNE is the sicnal-t c-ncise ratio of the firs-, lirk,




























- 1) kT Q E ( AG)
lhus











=£NRW 1/[ 1 + (AG) i+ (AG) 2 ]
I
where SNF^ is the signal-t c-ncise ratio of the first relay
link. 1c determine the signal-to- noise ratio of an n link
aicrcwav€ relay system, the following equation applies
SNR = SNR
" 1 - k






M k-1 M - 1 1 ^
2- IaG J 2- 1 AGJ ,
from tie well-kncwn clcsed foil sum for a geometric series,
ramely:
( 1 - x
M-l 1 - x
k =
M
for x f 1
for x = 1
Eguaticn 2.77 can te expressed accordingly so that the










for AG ^ 1
for AG = 1
and
S»E = P. /[ (F -1) kT B ]1 in ' L * a ' o J
where F
a
is the noise figure aid A is the gain of the ampli-
fier used in the link, P
i
is the signal input power tc the
transmitter, and G is the aggregate gains and losses from




Exanple 2.12: Assume a UOOKm microwave system
consists cf seven relay tcwers equally sp.aced between a
transiitticg and receiving station. The power amplifiers in
the system each have a 60dB ncise figure and a gain of 60dB
within a 10«Hz bandwidth. The signal power into the system
is 1watt and each antenna has 25dB gain. Assume coupling
and atmospheric attenuation account for a combined less of 3
dB per link. The SNS after the first link is easily deter-
mined. If the carrier frequency is centered at 1000MHz then
using the propagation loss equation (2.35) , the propagation
loss per link is found to be -130. 6dB. Thus the aggregate
loss between the output side cf any of the power amps and
the frcnt-end of the subsequent receiver is -5UdB. Thus




Eecall that fcr the SNP equation all dB values must
te changed to their respective ratio values. Then the SNR
for the system at the second link can be determined frcm
SNR
2
= 2.5X10 7 {" 1/[ 1+(AG)-1 ]] .
Ihe gain cf all amplifiers is 60dB so that A=10 6 and the
aggregate gain (less) cf the transmission channel is -54dB or




= 2.5x1 7 (1/1.23) = 2x 1 7
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so that the SNR after the seccnd link is 73dB. Finally at
the erd cf the eighth link the system SNR is found by use of





SNR 8 = 1.9x10
end of the total link is
from both Equation 2.74
microwave relay system
Thus the overall system SNR at the
72.8dE.
fls can te easily observed
and the previous example, the
signal-tc-ncise ratio is dominated by the signal-to-noise
ratic of the first link. Therefore, careful consideration
cf the transmitters power amplifier noise characteristics





It should be cf no surprise that the transmission line
was the first communication channel used for electronic
communications [Ref- 28]. Transmission lines formed the
infrastructure cf the American Telephone and Telegraph
systeir and until the latter part of this century were the
cnly neans of establishing transoceanic communication
networks. Transmission lines are generally grouped into
several classes according to their ' cross-sectional geometry.
The principal classes are: (1) balanced open-wire lines;
(2) coaxial lines; and (3) strip lines. However, all of
these consist of a pair of parallel wires and therefore have
certain properties in common which allows a generalized
analysis.
An essential characteristic of all transmission lines is
that their cross-sectional shape, dimensions, and electrical
properties (e.g., conductivity cf the wires and dielectric
constant cf the interconducter medium) are constant along
the length cf the line. This property, known as uniformity,
is characteristic of transmission lines in general and is
the basis for subsequent transmission line analysis results,
furthermore, a transmission line is considered as passive
and therefore is a "lossy" or attenuating device. Because
cf line uniformity, transmission lines are grossly specified
in teims cf their power loss par unit length. This power
less ci attenuation per unit length is denoted by a and
normally stated in dE's. Given the general communication
system illustrated in Figure 3.1 the total transmission line
attenuation (L) in decibels is determined by multiplying the














Figure 3.1 Transmission Line Communication Channel.
(D) , so that
L JD = a Dd B
(eqn 3.1)
Unlike the study cf antenna systems which focuses on the
decreasing field density of an expanding electromagnetic
wave which mus^ therefore consider external signals or noise
sources as potential degradation factors affecting system
performance, analysis cf the transmission line can generally
ignore outside signal sources since the communication signal
is confined to the transmission line as well as protected
from general interference from external signals. The
signal-tc-ncise ratio criteria used to evaluate system
performance can then ignore all but thermal noise generated
by the random molecular motion within the transmission line
component materials as discussed in Chapter 2.
Contrasted with the previous chapter which first devel-
oped a detailed study of antenna system parameters and
culminated in a fcroac analysis cf a microwave relay system,
this chapter begins with a generalized analysis of various




a. GENEBAL SYSTEH AHilYSIS
The simplest trsrsmiss ion line system is one composed
solely of a two wire conductor placed between the trans-
mitter and receiver sections cf a communication system as in
Figure 3.1 Assuming the unit length attenuation factor (a )
cf the transmission line is kncwn, the total attenuation of
the line is determined by Equation 3.1 It is known that the
ratio of system power output to system power input describes




= Loss (eqn 3.2)
where the less (L) in dB' s is given by L
d B
= a D. But the
power cut-tc-po wer in ratio is not a dB figure; thus L must
be converted from dB notation such that:
L = 10
- 0.1 a D (eqn 3.3)
JJl.
Transmission line
a = dB loss per unit length
p1 out
-^
Figure 3-2 Simple Transmission Line System.
It shculd be noted that L represents a loss and must there-
fore te less than 1. For this to hold in Equation 3.3 it
must te realized that the a term is negative.
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As discussed in Section F of chapter 2, a system's
signal-tc-ncise ratic (SNR) is an important criterion in the
evaluation of a system's performance. Since -hernial or
internal noise is considered the only source of nois€ «hich
affects signals en a transmission line, the system SNR is
given by
power of signal out
SNR = power of internal noise
From Fguaticn 3. 2 it can be determined that
P = p. l (eqn 3.4)
out in
and fici Section G of Chapter 2 the noise power or internal
noise cf a lossy device is given by
i n t \ L / °
Therefore, by substituting Equations 3.4 and 3.5 into the
equation fcr SNR and cancelling the loss factor which
appears in both the numerator and denominator it can te seen
that :
P
SNR = . < €<3 n 3 - 6 )
(+-0 kT B
Fxaiple 3.1: Assume a simple transmission system
consists cf a 10km cable which has a loss factor of 1 dE per
km. If a Imicrowatt information signal with a 100KHz band-
width is placed en the transmission line, the system SNB can
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re deteriiined by applying Equation 3.6 resulting in
SNR =
10 -6
(10 - l)(1.379xl0-23)(290)(10 5 )
= 2.778x10'
Since SNE's are usually specified in decibels, fcr this
example SNR = 84.4 dE.
Kith the excepticn of short distance networks such as
inter-cffice or intra-building systems, transmission line
systeas consisting sclely of a two wire line exhibit severe
signal attenuation. If severe attenuation occurs, satisfac-
tory systen operation requires the use of extremely high
transmitter power anc/or extreaely sensitive receivers. An
alternate approach tc the problem of high attenuation is to
insert an amplifier some distance along the line as illus-
in
Transmission line Amp Transmission line
out
h »i M k ^
ligure 3.3 Catle Hodel with Single Amplifier.
trated in Figure 3. 3 . To evaluate system performance, the
overall SNE must be determined. If noise effects are not
considered, then the placement of the amplifier is of no
consequence. Assume the transmission line in Figure 3.3 has
an attenuation factor a, distances D and D equal the total
transnissicr line system distance D, and the amplifier has




represent the loss of the lines




Lj = 10 0.1 a D
and
L o = 10 -O.laD







where P. , and P . . are th€ input and output power levels,ml out 1 c rc
respectively, of the first line segment and
ou 1
2
L 9 =2 ~ R
i n2
where Fin 2 and Pout 2 ar£ t ^1€ input arid output, power levels,
respectively, of the second segment of line. Referring to
Figure 3.3 it can be seen that the output of the first
transmission line is the input to the amplifier.












Since tie input to the second line is also the output cf the
amplifier, the output of the second portion of the transmis-
sion line is
P




















Substituting for L and L
P , = P. A 1 - -
1 a D
<1 cr°- laI)*out i n
or









= C (the total transmission line distance)
it can re seen that
P = P A io-°'
laD
out in
where 10" * a represents the total less of the transmission
line. This then proves that the placement of the amplifier
is net a factor in determining the signal power output of a
transmission line system so long as internally generated
noise is ignored. Indeed, when determining the signal pcwer
output of a system fcr application toward calculation cf the
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system's SNE, internally generated ncise is not used in the
analysis. The problem then is to determine the output power
cf the system noise ic order tc derive the output SNR.
Assume the noise figure of the amplifier in Figure 3.3
is given as F . Using the principles developed in Section G
of Chapter 2, the noise figure F of the one amplifier trans-
























Applying Equation 3.7 to Equation 2.74 it can be determined
that the SSB for the cne amplifier system is given by
SNR =







+ 1 - L^AjkTgB (eqn 3.8)
A slightly different approach to the preceding analysis
is tc determine the tctal system output noise power ty eval-
uating the noise contribution of each stage of the system.
From the discissions en system ncise it is apparent that the




pm =(r^- kT ° BL
This rcise is amplified by the amplifier which alsc gener-
ates additional internal noise. Thus the total noise power
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at the output of the amplifier (designated P n2 ) is
J= _ = (1/1, -1)kT EL, A + (F - 1)kT BA .
n 2 1 o 1 a o
Similarly this noise power is multiplied by the final stag?
loss 1
2
and added to the thermal noise <
Therefore the total system roise power is





Al2+ (Fa - l)kT BAL2 if - l)kT BL,
which sinFlifies to
Fnoise = < ? a L 2 A " L l L 2 A ' L 2 * 1 > *T o 3 •
If the input signal fewer is F in then the output power due -
the signal only is P in L 1 L 2 A. Therefore, the system SNE is
SNR =









A - 1^ + l)kT Q B
(egn 3.9)
Clearly Equations 3,6 and 3.9 are identical. As a result,
the SNR cf subsequent systems analysis can be developed by
concentrating on the cverall system noise figure.
Example 3.2: Assume a transmission line system is to be
designed such that ccly one amplifier is tc be inserted in
the line. Coaxial catle with an attenuation factor cf 0. 2dB
per kilometer is to te employed to connect a transmitter and
receiver which are 1CCkm apart. If the transmitter provides
a 1MHz signal at -103dBW, the minimum acceptable SNR is 30dB
for signal detection, and the amplifier has 70dB gain and a
noise figure of UdB, the placement of the amplifier can be
SB

determined. EguatiCE 3.9 can be used to quickly solve this
problem. First it must be recognized that the product of
(L
l
) and (L ) is the total transmission line loss ar.d is
20dB. The "trick" is to isolate L
2
in Equation 3.9 then
solve for the lenght of line which yields that particular

















+ LA - 1
( SNR ) kT B Fa A - 1
Recalling that the variables in Equation 3.9 are ratio
values and not dE figures, then substituting the values from
the example into this equation yields:
L 2 =
do"
10,3 )(io' 2 )(io
7
)
(10 3)(1.379xl0"23 )(290)(l(f )







Iharefcre, in dB notation, L,=-12.7dB. Now since (L„) = ax
c 2 'dB
where x is the length of the transmission line from the
amplifier to the receiver and a is -0.2dB/Km, then the
lenght of the lire is 63.5Km. Therefore, it can be realized
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that the amplifier must be inserted no closer than 36.5l<m -to
the transmitter.
Fcr long distance communications via transmission lines,
one amplifier inserted into the line will not overcome the
losses inherent in the line itself. To solve this problem,
multiple amplifiers are inserted so that the typical long











figure 3. 4 Cable Model with Multiple Amplifiers.
crder to evaluate the cverall system output SNR, the noise
figure must be calculated. This is most conveniently dene
by considering the line as a cascade of individual sections,
each consisting of an attenuating section of line feeding an
amplifier having a specified noise figure.
Consider the cable model of Figure 3.4 containing M
identical amplifiers placed equidistant from each ether
along a line of length D. The cable can be viewed as having
H identical sections each of length D/M, and eacn composed
of an attenuating line of loss L and an amplifier of gain A
and ncise figure F
a
. From Equation 2.67 the overall system
noise figure is






A L\X I* A* L^A2
1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage
s
- 1







Tnis can be written as
cr



















Li A 2 2L X A*
+
1 ., i.i
L l L l L i








a ^ (Fa/Li) 1
L









can b€ viewed as [ (F a /Lj )
Equation 3.10 can be written as follows:
- 1 ] + 1 Then
F
=
l + Z "IT
k-l (L X A)
cr
F = 1 + r-
1 ?
M / 1 ,k- 1









frcm the well-kncwn closed form sum for a geometric series
given en Fa<3<= 87 , Equation 3.11 can be expressed in closed
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fcrm sc that the overall system noise figure for a typical










for LA f 1
for LjA = 1 .
(egn 3. 12)
(egn 3. 13)
If the gain cf the amplifier used in each subsection of
the transirission line exactly compensates for the line loss
cf the subsection then L
l
A = 1 and Equation 3. 13 must be
used to determine system noise figure. Otherwise Equation
3.12 must be used. Then, depending on the line loss and
amplifier gain relationship, either Equation 3.12 or 3.13 is
used together with the result of Equation 2.74 in order to
determine the total system's output SNR.
Example 3.3: fl transmission line wixh an attenuation
index cf 0.5 dB/Km is used to provide a communications link
for a transmitter and receiver 100Km apart. Identical
amplifiers whose individual noise figure is 3dE, are
inserted in equidistant form along the line such that each
amplifier gain equals the line attenuation over each segment
cf the line. Assume a 100KHz information signal is placed
on the line at an input power level of Imicrowatt and assume
that the ninimum acceptable SNR at the receiver is 74dB.
The maximum allowable system noise figure, minimum number of
amplifiers, and amplifier spacing can be determined from














so that the system ncise figure is 20dB. Then from Equation
3. 13










so that M must be determined by trial and error. The
following table was developed to determine the minimum
number of amplifiers used to achieve a noise figure of 100.
Table III clearly indicates that the minimum number of
amplifiers which yields a system noise figure at cr below
the 2CdB allowable limit is 5.
TAELE III
M Determination via Trial and Error
M L Noise Figure
2 0.003 31.0 dB
3 0.02 24.0 dB
4 0.05 21.0 dB
5 0. 10 19.8 dB
6 C.15 18.8 dB
8 0.24 17.8 dB
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Trass mission lines can be analyzed with the a:.d cf
circuit tbecry - that is, in terms of voltages, currents,
and impedances. Due to the distributed nature of impedances
in a transmission lire, a signal voltage applied at the
input end cf a transmission line at a certain instant of
time (for example, ry closing a switch) will net appear
instantaneously at the output end of the line. It will
travel along the line at some finite velocity which is that
cf the electromagnetic field associated with the voltage and
current cf the line. Because time is required for a signal
waveform to travel the length of a transmission line, the
cutput vcltage will net be in phase with the input voltage,
and the cutput current will net be in phase with the input
current. Thus, signals experience a time delay and phase
shift as they propagate along the length of the line.
Furthermore, as indicated earlier in this section, the
magnitudes cf the vcltage and current at the output termi-
nals cf a line will net be the sama as the magnitudes cf the
voltage and current at the input terminals due to 'the line's
attenuation.
The iragnitudes of the attenuation and phase shift that
cccur are determined by the propagation constant of the
transmi ssicr line. The propagation constant, represented by
Y, is a complex number with the real part being the
attenuaticn constant (denoted \p ) and the imaginary part
fceinc the phase constant (dencted ).
Earlier portions cf this chapter were concerned with a
generalized approach to system analysis of transmission
lines in which the grcss behavior of the line was character-
ized by the loss parameter a . Consequently, the attenua-
tion constant of a line was treated as a given parameter
since it can be obtained from manufacturing specifications.
Furthermore, for the generalized analysis approach tc system
perfcrmance, the details of line attenuation and phase/time
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delay ars inconsequential. The remaining portions of -.his
chapter will concentrate en developing an overall under-
standing of line- attenuation and phase/time delay effects.
E. ICI IBECOENCI HOEII
Rhile the general study of communication system trans-
mission lines is primarily cencerned with high freguency
signals, it is beneficial to first develop an understanding
cf transmission line characteristics that are applicable at
lower freguencies and then apply that knowledge to a model
that is applicable at higher freguencies. It has been shewn
[Bef. 29] that a transmission line can be analyzed in terms
cf AC circuit theory by obtaining an eguivalent circuit of
the line. This is possible because a transmission line is a
distributed parameter device and can therefore be described
as a cascade of incremental networks of lumped resistive,
capaciti^e, and inductive elements. Consider a transmission
line composed of twe long parallel wires suspended in air
such that a small subsection of length x can be examined
[Figure 3.5]. One restriction placed on the eguivalent
circuit is that the length x cf each subsection must be
smaller than the wavelength of the applied signal frequency.
Then each subsection can be considered a lumped circuit and
the various elements within the subsection defined.
The equivalent circuit of a transmission line is
composed of a series resistance (R) , a series inductance
(L) , a shunt conductance ( G) , and a shunt capacitance (C) .
It shculd be noted that the shunt conductance is the leakage
ccnductarce (inverse of resistance) of the dielectric
material (including air) placed between the conducting wires
and net directly related to the resistance R of the
conducting wire. line parameters are normally given as





Figure 3,5 Parallel Hire Transmission Line.
1 in henries per unit length, C in farads per unit length,
and G in mhcs per unit length. To derive the value cf the
eguivalert circuit ccmponents, it is necessary to multiply
these line parameters by Ax, the length cf the subsecticn.
















Figure 3.6 Equivalent Circuit.
While all transmission line theory could be treated in
terms cf ac circuit analysis, the analyses would be
extremely involved fcr all but the simple cases [Ref. 30].
It is mere convenient to treat transmission lines in terms
cf differential eguatiens (see Appendix A for a general
description cf differential eguations) . The differential
eguatiens are obtained from a simple ac circuit analysis of
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the equivalent circuit of line subsection and then by
lettirg the incremental section of line (Ax) approach zero.
Consider the equivalent circuit of Figure 3.6 where the
current and voltage are functions of both position and time.
It is evident that vcltage and current are in general func-
tions of time. Line current and voltage are functions cf
positicn due to the finite velocity of prcpagaticn cf the
signal waveform. Per a line segment of length Ax which
begins at the arbitrary point x, input and output voltages
are denoted v(x,t) anc v(x + Ax,t) respectively. Similarly,
input current is i(x,t) and output current is i(x+Ax,t) .
Since the voltage drop across the resistor is PAxi (x f t)
and across the inductcr it is LAx j-i (x # t) , then Kirchhcff's
voltage law can be applied to the equivalent circuit to
yield
v(x,t) - R xi(x,t) - L x~i(x,t) - v(x+Ax,t) =
cr
v(x+Ax,t) - v(x,t) = -R xi(x,t) - L xjjpL(x f t) . Oqn 3.14)
Likewise, Kirchhoff's current law can be applied tc the
circuit. Noting that current flow into the equivalent
circuit capacitor is cAx -^ v (x+Ax, t) and that the current
flow thrcugh the shunt resistor is GAxv (x+Ax, t) , then





i(x+Ax,t) - i(x,t) = -G xv(x+Ax,t) -C xy^v(x+Ax,t) . (eqn 3.15)
Eividing Equations 3. 14 and 3.15 by Ax results in























It can be seen that Equations 3.16 and 3.17 are of analogous
form. As pointed out in [ Bef . 31], these equations are the
dual cf cne another v»ith the following analogous quantities:
v R <^> G L <—> C
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as also evidenced from equations 3.14 and 3.15 . Equations
3.16 and 3.17 have become known as teleqraphist '
s
equations
and are the basis fcr all parametric analysis of transmis-
sion lines [Ref. 32]. The task then is to solve these two
equations.
Fcr initial analysis consider a lossless line such that
B = G = C . Then
ax
v(x,t) = -L— i(x,t)
and
^i(x,t) = -C^v(x,t)
which, as will be dencnstratsd, are solved jointly. However
lines are not lossless; in fact, since lines are seldom
coiled the associated line inductance (L) and conductance
(G) are typically snail. It is therefore reasonable to
approximate L and G by zero [Ref. 33] so that the
telegraphist's equations become
&x
v(x, t) = -R i(x, t) (eqn 3. 18)
and
^i(x,t) =
-CJ£V(x,t) (eqn 3. 19)
These equations can be solved assuminq ac steady state
conditions en the line. This is obtained by assuminq that
v(x,t) censists of a sinusoidal time dependent form given by
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v(x,t) = V(x)ejan. Eecause of the duality cf Equations 3.13
and 3.19, it can be guaranteed that i(x,t) will be cf the
form I(x)eJ where V (x) and I (x) are in general corrplex
functions cf x and referred to as phasors in ac circuit
theory. Bj differentiating v(x,t) and i(x,t) with respect
to x yields:
3 / ^n d V(x) jo>t











. d I ( x
)
jon
-r— i(x,t) = -3 edx dx
respectively. Usinc these equations for a steady state
analysis cf Equations 3.16 and 3.17 gives:
and
d V ( x
)
jwt
__, w j cut __, s . jcot
-3—>
— e = -RI(x)e -LI(x)i edx J
d I ( x)
-[tot p,,/ \ ]0)t -,„/ \ • icot
—s
— e J = -GV(x)er -CV(x) ] e Jdx J
It can te easily seen that e factors out of fccxh equa-
tions so that:
^' (X)








-GV(x) -CV(x)jo> (eqn 3.21)
which can be solved simultaneously. Equation 3.21 can be
written as
d I(x)
dx = [-G -Cjo>]V(x)
so that the second derivative cf I(x) is
cry(x)
dx 2 = [-G -Cjft)]
d V(X)
dx




-G -Cjo> dx 2
Substituting this intc Equation 3.20 yields:
d l(x)













= fl(x) . {sqn 3.24)
This is a simple linear differential equation of the seccnd
crdex for which a solution is well known [Ref. 34 ].










are constants of integration determined by
the boundary condi tiers at the input and output ends of the
transmission line. Again, because of the duality cf the









e>" (eqn 3. 26)





to lire rcur.dary conditions [fief. 35]. From Equations 3.20
and 3.26 it can be shown that the current at any point x
along the line in terms of the constants V and V D is:
Kx) = G + j L











Z = F4jtuL and Y = G+jwC
this equation becomes
I(x) = —1— (^e-^ - V^) . (eqn 3. 27)














Therefore, the voltage and currant at any point alone the












v„jm y* _ Vn^Tn yx jyt (eqn 3.29)
V and V n are deternined by the boundary conditicrs cf the
input and output ends of the transmission line and therefore
iequiie further investigation.
1 • Cha racteristic I mpe cance
Assume a transmission line of length jc that has as
its irput a voltage source V
s
with internal impedance 2 S .
also assume the line has a lead impedance Z
L
connected to
its output terminal (see Figure 3.7 ). The voltage and
current phasors at the input end of the line (x=0) are










Figure 3.7 Electrical Elements of the Transmission Line.
current phasor are V and I respectively. Using













an d at x = jl
v
i - \h = ° •
Ihis equation indicates that
z - -S











for simplicity lat Z = y Z/Y .
power transfer from the source •
matching conditions) let Z
S
=Z .
3.27 , and 3.30
(egn 3.31)
Furthermore, for maximum
.o the line (i.e. impedance















4A 2 (eqn 3.32)





























(eqn 3 . 33
)
Now ficm Figure 3.7 it can be said that the input impedance

















is y Z/Y . Further, substituting Equations 3.32


















which car. be simplified to
Z in = Z o















= z (egn 3.35)
Therefore the input impedance of the line is ZQ which from a
previous definition, can be seen to be given by
Zo =
R J L
G + j C
(egr. 3.36)
This is the so-callec characterisxic impedance of the line,
since it depends on the characteristic parameters R, L, G,
and C. It can be seen that for the general case the impe-
dance is complex and is a functicn of the applied frequency
a. Ihere are two cases, however, when the characteristic
impecance is not a function of frequency.
First consider a lossless line where R and G equal
zero. Then Z =Vl/C which is a pure resistance, independent
cf frequency (so long as L and C are themselves frequency
independent). A seccnd case cccurs when L/R = C/G, that is
when the time constants of the equivalent circuit are equal.
So that
= 1
when I/R = C/G [Ref. 36].
Kith the knowledge that the impedance of a line is
determined ty its characteristic parameters Z
Q ,
in accor-
dance with Equation 3.36 , the analyst can new focus on the
question, "If the impedance of the line is determined by its
physical characteristics, then how does the characteristic




The comparison of a system's output signal re its
input signal is a measure of that system's effect or. the
signal and, as discussed in Chapter 1, is generally
described by the system's transfer function [H(6>)]. This
principle can be used to derive the relationship between the
characteristics cf the line .and its effect on the cropa-
gatirg signal.
Consider the line in Figure 3.7 whose characteristic
impedance ZQ and load impedance Z are matched. Then, by
Equation 3.33 for Z = Z, , V = so that from Equation3 o L B 3
3.28 v (x,t) =^VS e-^e-^t. Therefore, the ratio of the signal
voltage at the output side cf the line to the signal voltage










which car ke written as:
V(x=i) = V(x=0)e Yl (eqr. 3.37)
In ether words, the signal voltage at the output end
cf the line is equal to the signal voltage at the input side
cf the line times e'* which, by definition [page 17], is the
transfer function of the lire and designated K (<o) . Earlier
2m the analysis the definition V = (R+jwL) (G + jcuC) was made
so that:
= V (R + j L) (G + j C) (eqn 3.38)
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which is a complex quantity and can be written in the form
= * + tfj
where ^ is the real fart of Y and P is the imaginary part of
7. Ccmbining these definitions, it can be seen that
so that
XI = H ( ) = e-^ + ^J)i
H(o>) = e-^e'JiSi (eqn 3.39)
As a result, it is easily seen that by its transfer func-
tion, the transmission line introduces both signal atfer.ua-
tion (e_<^) and delay (which is related tc the term e~J ^*) .
Further ircre, as the length of the line increases so dc the
attenuatuicn and delay. The term Y is called the line's
propagation constant and is a per unit length value deter-
mined frcm the characteristic parameters of the line.
Initial sections of this chapter introduced the
transmission line attenuation factor ( a ) as a gross quan-
tity per unit length cf line so that the perspective of the
general transmission line analysis could be focused on the
system and not on component level details. From the simpli-
fication cf Equation 3.23 , the attenuation factor of a
transmission line can be deduced.
2 .
then Y is a complex quantity equal to
If Y = (R+jw L) (G + jwL)
(RG - a/LC) jw(LG + EC)
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which is of the form a jb. As demonstrated in the fore-









where t - & is the real part of y and 2^/3 is the imaginary
part cf y . Therefore letting
2 • 2
a = ^ - /3
and
t = 2^£
The second equation can be written as£ = b/(2^) so that £ can
can be substituted into the first equation to yield:
^ - a*
2
- ±b 2 = .
Csinc the general solution for a quadratic equation gives
*










Now substituting (RG - (dLC) for a and (LG + EC) for t it can
be seen that :
*=
RG - uLC V(RG - 2 LG)2 + (J 2 (LG + RG) 2
1/2
(eqn 3.40)
which determines the attenuation constant of a unit length
line. It should be noted that while the soiuticn for a
quadratic equaticn include bcth plus and minus square rcot
values, the positive value only is used to determine ^
.
Clearly, the absolute value cf the square root term will
always exceed | EG - a> 2LC| so that if the negative square
root were considered \p would be purely imaginary. Since
attenuation is purely real, the negative square root term is
meaningless
.
Then, substituting the value cf \p from
Equation 3-40 into the equation equation £ = b/(2^) and




2RG - 2w"LC + !-/(RG - (j 2 LC) 2 U> (LG + RC"]W ' (sqn 3.41)
This term /9 then describes the delay constant of the unit
length line. It should be noted that the attenuation
constant and the delay constant are dependent on both the
line operating frequency and the line characteristic
parameters.
rarlier in this chapter a transmission line was
grossly characterized as "lossy" where its total line atten-
uation was found by irultiplying the length of the line by
the line's attenuaticn factor a which could either he meas-
ured or stated in th€ manufacturer's specifications. The
guesticn then is, "What is the relationship between the





deferring back to Figure 3.7 where input and output
impedances are matched, the vcltage and current due tc a
sinuscidal input at any point x along the line are (with
time dependency suppressed) given by:
V(x) = — e
and
I(x) -^•-" I
respectively. It can be demonstrated that power at any
pcint x alcr.g the line is given by the voltage at x times
the complex conjugate of the current at x [Ref. 37], This
is then written as
P(x) = V(x)Hx)
where * indicates complex conjugation [Ref. 38]. It can now
be shewn that power at the input end of the (x = 0) is:
?in = p = y % Y / i
and that pewer at the output end of the line (x = JL ) is
v.
Pout = P. n L-Yi)L-Yi
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As previously discussed in this thesis, power loss is simply
a comparison or ratio of output power to input power; there-
fore a transmission line's power loss can be written as:
•* ,*L» (e-^)(e-7V
Pin









is the power loss over the length ji of a line,





10 log e zW
in /d B
= 20^i log e
where e is the base of the natural logarithm and has the
value 2.71828.... Therefore, the dB attenuation or loss (I)
of a trarsmission line of length jt is given by




It can new te seen that the unit length ( i. = 1) transmission
line attsnuation factor a , earlier presented as a gross
quantity, is determined by:
a = 8.69^ (egn 3.42)
where ip is determined from Equation 3.40 . More appropri-
ately termed the line's attenuation constant, a is a func-
tion of the line's characteristic parameters and its
operating frequency. It should be noted that the delay





Ibe previous sections of this chapter were developed
on the tasis of the load iipedance and the line character-
istic impedance being of the same value. Under these condi-
tions the entire voltage and current waveforms propagate
down the transmission line with no reflection from the lead
when i—=>» oo . It was also shewn that with Z = Z. the V g
and I terms in the respective line voltage and current
equations were zero. However, when a mismatch between the





equate to zero and therefore detract by seme factor from the
waveforms transmitted to the load. These detracting factors
are known as reflection coefficients and represent an
apparent waveform traveling from the output end of the
transaissicn line to its input end.











Substituting the value for 7. and V
B
as previously derived
[Equation 3.32 and 3.33] the voltage reflection coefficient
becciies
P
i Z, + Z (eqn 3.44)
Prom Eguaticn 3.43 it can be seen that V
B
will be related to
V









Ihe generalized equation for voltage at any point x along a
transmission line of finite length 1 is:
v.
v(x,t) = ~- e" y * + e
v
y(x-2i) jOJt
!Ihe current reflection coefficient, denoted P., is similary
defined as:




and from the current-voltage relationship previously devel-
oped it can be shown that P^= - P
v
. Therefore, given the
voltaae reflection coefficient p , the generalized currentr
v
equation at any point x along a line of length can be









5« Transmission line Characteristic Pa rameters
The beginning of this section on the lew frequency
model briefly considered the parameters required to
construct the equivalent circuit of a transmission line.
These equivalent circuit component values are a functicn cf
material cempositior and line cross-sectional gecme-cry.
Rather than developing an analysis of the characteristic
parameter of a line, this section simply presents a summary
cf the standard coaxial cable and open, two-wire models
derived in [Ref. 39]. Fcr both models, resistance and
conductance are related to the material used for the
conducting *ire and the insulation respectively. Referring
to Figure 3.8 , the resistance (R) of a line is equal tc the




Figure 3.8 Circular Hire.
theReferring to Figure 3.9 or 3.10 conductance (G) is
inverse cf the resistivity ( l/a) of the material separating




Figure 3,9 Coaxial Cable Model.
a. Coaxial Cable
Figure 3.9 depicts the cross-sectional geometry





where r and r represent the inner radii of the two ccnduc-
l 2
r
tors, ar.d c is the permittivity of the insulating material.
As an aside, the permittivity of a vacuum (denoted e ) is
8. 85 x 10~iar ads/met er . The inductance (L) of a coaxial cable
can be calculated from the eauation:
L = 4^ [ 2 + 2 ln<Vr l )]
••here fx is the permeatlilit y cf the insulating material. If
the two conductors are separated by air the permeability of






Figure 3.10 Open, Two-Wire Model.
k. Open, Twc-Wire Line
The cross-secticnal geometry of the open, two-
wire BBcdel assures that the conducting wires are cf equal
size as illustrated in Figure 3.10. The radius of each
conductirg wire is r and s is the distance separating









where c is the permittivity cf the material between the two
wires. Inductance is given by
Vs 2 - 4r 2
2r




C. SKIN EFFECT MODEI
The lew frequency model for transmission lines assumes
that a line's characteristic parameters are uniformly
distributed throughout the line. It has been demonstrated
that y is a function cf the line's parameters and operating
frequency but that the effects of frequency are negligible
when compared with the line resistance and dielectric
conductance at the lower frequency spectrum. Therefore,
current was assumed tc be uniformly distributed through the
cross-sectional and longitudinal areas of a line. It is
known that when an alternating current flows in a conductor,
the associated magnetic flux within the conductor induces an
electicmctive force (EMF) . This EMF causes the current
density tc decrease at the center of a wire and increase at
the cuter surface. This migration of current toward the
surface of a conductor is known a the skin effect and
increases in prominence as the frequency of the input signal
increases. For transcissio n lines operating at lew frequen-
cies, skin effect is negligible and, for all practical
purposes, can be ignored; however, for lines operated at
higher frequencies, skin effect becomes a significant factor
[Ref . 41 ]-.
The skin effect icdel, which was developed for transmis-
sion lines operated at high frequencies, accounts for the
skin effect phenomenon. As current migrates toward the
surface cf a conductor, the effective resistance of the
conductor increases. For high frequency transmission lines,
the line series resistance (R) is frequency dependent. The
telegraphist's equations arejthe basis for all transmission
line analysis regardless of operating frequencies. Since
the general concepts and equations for transmission lines
have teen already presented, the skin effect model can be




The objective of a transmission line analysis is to
deternine the line's effect or. an input signal. As demon-
strated in the low frequency model, a line's transfer func-
tion is dependent orly on its prcpation constant ( y ) and
the length (£) of the line. From the analysis of the low
frequercy model, the propagation constant of a line oper-
ating at high frequencies is [from Equation 3.38]:
Y = V ( R + >L ) (G + >c )
where S new is the skin effect impedance Z . The skin
5 K




where K is the skir effect resistance and o> is the line
operating frequency. At high frequencies, a circular
conducting wire has a skin effect resistance given by:
K=^^%
where r is the radius of the wire, /jl is the permeability
of the wire, and 1/a is the resistivity of the wire
[Bef. 42]. Letting p =VjcD a^d substituting for S, the
propagation constant for a high freguency line is:
y = y (KVp~ + pL)(G + pC)
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In a similar manner the characteristic impedance cf a line
operating at high frequencies can be determined using -che
Z
s K
value in place of the R term in Equation 3.36 Therefore,
for the skin effect ncdel, a transmission line's character-
istic impedance is given by:
KVp" + pL
G + pC
Jcr all practical purposes, the conductance of line insula-
tion fc€tvieen the twc conductors is negligible [Ref. 43] so
that the equation fcr the propagation constant of a high
frequency line is
7 = V (KVp"+ pL)(pC) (eqn 3.45)
and the characteristic impedance equation is
KVp + pL
pC (eqn 3.46)
Given an operating frequency and the line parameters,
Equations 3.45 and 3.46 can te solved and applied tc all
ether eguations presented in the low frequency model
section. The remaining portions of this chapter will
concentrate on the high frequency line's transfer functicn,
its effect on applied digital signals, and the expected




• 1 - Tra nsfer Function
In the lew frequency model it was demonstrated that
the transfer function H (co) of a transmission line of
length )L is given by:
H(ft>) = e"
7 ^
Ihen, from Equation 3.4 , it can be seen that at high
frequencies a line's transfer funcxion is
H ( ) a e
- (VkCpVp" + p 2 LC) *
^ (
o qn 3.1*7)
, , /i +
K I
'
Now y KCpVp + p 1 LC can be written as pyLC v L p .
K 1 / K 1
For high frequencies, - - is very small so that-\/( 1 + ~j= I
can be approximated using the rule VTTx ^ 1 + ( x/2 ) for x<<1.
Ihus, Equation 3.4 7 becomes
H(o>) = e' p
vtt£
-vp-fVf fi
Substituting j for p, obtain
H ( W ) =e
-^vrri
e-^|VF^ (6gn3 .a8,
Ihis equation is analogous to Equation 3.39 so that the
first term represents delay and the second represent attenu-
ation [Ref. 44]. From the transfer function H (o>) , it can
be concluded the transmission line response to a high
frequency signal is attenuation and delay of that, signal.
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2 • Ira r sm i s sion Data Rate
Kcdern com municaticns equipment has evolved from
analog circuitry to very fast digital processors. As analog
signals are replaced by pulse signals, the analysis of the
pulse response of a transmission line is a topic cf
increasing importance. In the previous section, the high
frequency line response (or transfer function) H (co) was
discussed and found tc be:
H(co) = e_ ~-J w e 2
representing signal attenuation and delay. The fcrmer
directly impacts transmission data rate and therefore is
analy2ed more closely.
Ihe high frequency transmission line transfer func-
tion H (co) can te viewed as consisting of twc terms namely:
E (co) = H
l
(co) H 2 (co)
where H
x
(co) represents the delay e'j6J and H
2
(co) repre-
sents the attenuation e" ,! J To simplify the notation,
let t =iVcT i and define a new term f where:
Also define another new term r\ where
n ^ 4VVC V¥
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so that v?~ s 1 V^T . Therefore, the transfer function
H (cj) car new be written as:
H(gj) = e-^^e- 2^7^. (egn 3.49)
In order to obtain the transmission line data rate, the line
response must be stated as a function of time rather than
frequency. Thus the inverse Fourier transform of H ( oj )










From rasic properties cf Fcurier transforms, if f (t) has
Fourier transform F (to) , i.e. f (t) <> F(oj) then
f (t-t ) F(co)e- jcot°
Therefore:






h(t) = h 2 (t-t )
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where hJt) Hico). Through the use of Fourier transf crma'
tion tables h
2
(t) is determined to be:





where (t) is th€ unit step function depicted in Figure
3.11 . Then h
2
(t-t ) is:










Figure 3.11 Unit Step Function (t) *
Example 3.4: If a coaxial cable 100 kilometers leng
has a lire inductance L of 3.7x10 ~ 7 henries per meter and a
line capacitance of 3.5x10 ~ 11 farads per meter, frcm the
definition t = iV L C it can be determined that any high
freguency signal applied to the line will experience a
propagation delay of 360nancssconds. In ether words, the
cutput response to a signal would lag the input by
360nancseccnds . The term h
2
(t) must now be analyzed.
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Cue to the presence of U (t) , h 2 (t) will be zerc for
t<0. Furthermore, in the limit as t approaches infinity,
h(t) goes tc zero. The value cf h (t) , when 0<t<» , must be
examined. Since t is restricted to only positive values, by
inspection, it can be seen that h.(t) will always te posi-
tive and te cf the shape illustrated in Figure 3.12 . The
peak cf the response curve is determined fcy setting the
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Figure 3-12 High Frequency Transmission Line Response Curve
It car new te seen that the maximum value of h (t) occurs


















2 N3/2 ,— _(— e) Vir £
Iherefcre, the peak value of h
2
(t) is approximately
(0.23) |1/f ) .
Exairple 3.5: If the cable in the previous example
has a skin effect resistance (K) of 1.17132x10 " 6 ohms per
meter per second but the line is only 10kilometers ir. length,
then f can be calculated from
tf =
and is 0.8 nancseconds. The peak value of the response
function cccurs when t= (2/3 ) £ or at 0.54 nanoseconds and is
h(0.5<4 nancseconds) = 285x10*.
It can be demonstrated that as £ becomes smaller,
the icre closely the response curve resembles an impulse.
With the aid of fourier transforms it can be shown that the
transfer function of an impulse is unity for all frequen-
cies. Therefore, it can be concluded that the smaller the £
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cf a transmission line, the tetter suited the systs-m is fcr
righ frequency signal transmission. So, for the ideal
transmission line, E(gj)=1. However, as has beer, demon-
strated, the response of a real transmission line is not
ideal as indicated by the fact that
H (o>) = e
2 vj^y
Clearly |H M | <1 fcr all frequencies. H 2 (o>) can te written










(o>) = e 2Voj^ e-VT
and
then
J = — + — J f
H
2









Figure 3.13 illustrates th^requency response of the trans-
mission line as det ermine'fcri |H . (o>) I . It can be seen
that the line has the frequqr response characteristics of
a low pass filter. The heL£«ier point of JH
2
( ) I occurs





Figure 3. 13 averagsaaer Spectral Density.
clearly demonstrated thatief value of the line deter-
mines the cut-off fr €quencytf rhe line.

It is often useful to specify frequency response of
a line in the context of dE power loss at various frequen-
cies. It can be demonstrated that the output spectral
density ci a linear system is related to the input spec-.ral
density to the system by [Hef. 45]
P f<u) = P. (o>) |H (<of
out in J 2 |
where P (o>) represents output power spectral density and






The pcwer loss (in dB) for any giv;
given ty
in fixed frequency is





= -12.2; Vco£. (eqn 3.50)
It can therefore be concluded that any transmission line
system which does net "condition" the line with equalizers
is limited in its frequency response by the line's § value.
Bealizinc that modern telecommunication systems are exclu-
sively digital systems, since digital signals are typically
high frequency signals, it is apparent that the transmission
line parameters determine the maximum number of pulses per
mo

second that can be transmitted over a line. Therefor* it is
important tc determine the line response to a pulse.
Lathi [Ref. 46] has shewn that a unit s-cep response







The unit step response, r
2








Ihis fellows frcm the previous equation and linear system




















letting x be a variable cf integration such that x = V 2 /
it can be demonstrated that the line's unit step response i:
giver by
r (t) = 2
J VJtt
e 2 dx .
-$*
(eqn 3.51)
The intsrgal of Equation 3.51 is the so-called complementary
error function (CERF) of a normal distribution, where
r%k e 2 dx = 1 - F(x) (eqn 3.52)
and E (x) is the so-called error function integral (Ref. 47].
From Equations 3.51 and 3.52 the unit step response of a
transiri ssicr. line can be determined from
r, (t) = 2[1 - F(V2f/t)] (eqn 3.53)
and is illustrated in Figure 3. 14 .
Figure 3.14 represents the signal r (t) at the
output terminals of the transmission line in response to a
unit step input signal. The time required for the cutput
level to gc from 10$ to 90% of the maximum output signal
value is called the rise time. Letting (t. ) denote the time
at which the output reaches the 10% signal level and (t
f )
denote the time at which the cutput reaches the 90$ level,
rise time is t
f
-t. . Therefore combining Equation 3.53 and











Figure 3.14 Unit Step Response.





Equation 3.53 that t^- 0.74 and t
f
= 128 . Therefore
rise time, denoted t , associated wizh a transmission line
is 127. 26 £ seconds. For example if a transmission line has
a value cf
€
s 8.111 x 10" seconds, then the rise time of
the response due to a unit step signal applied at the input,
cf the line would be 100nancseconds.
Now that the transmission line response to a unit
step signal is known, the line response to a pulse can be
easily determined since a pulse can be viewed as two unit
step signals occurring at different times. Let the pulse
signal cf figure 3.15 be represented as U (x) - U(x-d).
Figure 3.16 represents the individual responses cf U (x) and
C (x-d) such that
r (x) = 2[1 - F(-y/2/x )] U(x)
and


















Figure 3,16 Individual Line Responses.





illustrated in Figure 3.17 .
It can te seen from Figure 3.17 that as the pulse
duration d is made smaller the response pulse amplitude
decreases. Most systems rase cutoff signals at the 3dB
signal pcwer level. Therefore, d should be long enough to






Figure 3-1*7 Line Eesponse to a Pulse.
least 70.7a of the input signal voltage (or current) level.
To maximize the number of pulses put on a line the pulse
width d should be minimized. Therefore d should be based on
the time required fcr a response pulse to rise to at least
the half power point cf the input signal power. Thus, r (x)
should be set to reach the 0.707 voltage (or current) level.
The pulse width is found by setting Equation 3.53 to C. 707
so that
2[1 - Ftyif/r) ] = 0.707.
Letting -JTUx = x , then F (x) = 0.646 . The value of F (x)
can be found from norial distribution tables so that x=0.37.
Therefore, it can be seen that
-yJlUt = 0-37
so that t = 14.6 £ . For simplicity, the pulse duration is
chocsen as multiples cf the lines lvalue so that the cut off
pulse will occur 15 £ after the turn en pulse. That is,
pulse duration is 15 f seconds. Likewise a reasonable
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amount cf delay is required to ensure the line is at a
steady stats pricr tc turn en of another pulse. By the same
techcigus used tc develop the width of a pulse, the interval
tetwesn the turn off pulse and the new turn on pulse is
found tc be approxinately 15£ seconds. The total time
tetwesn the leading edge of the two consecutive pulses is
approximately 30£ secends. Therefore, the data rate cf any
giver t rar.s uissicn line is 1/3C£ and clearly depends on the
characteristic parameters of the line as related by f .
Example 3.6: If a transmission line has an f value
cf 8.111x10" 10 seconds, then the optimal pulse width of a
pulse applisd on the line is 12nanoseconds. The maximum
data transmission rate is approximately 41Mbps (Mega bits
per second) .
3 . Signal -tc-Noise Ratio
The previous section briefly discussed the power
loss experienced by a signal of a certain frequency ss it
propagatss through the line. From Equation 3.50 this power
less is given by
dB Loss = -12.28^/g^"
cr
Lo £ c = 10-12W/5T
From earlier chapters of this thesis it was demonstrated
that for a lossy device the noise figure F is 1/Loss. Thus,




However, since noise figure is usually specified in dE,
transrrissicr line's ncise figure is
mm * 12.28^
Clearly, a transmission line's noise figure is dependent on
toth the line's g value and its operating frequency.
Furthermore , it has te demonstrated that
<f is a function of
toth a line's characteristic parameters and its length.
Thus it can be determined frcm the SNR equation (Equation
2.74) that for a transmission line
SNR = = Power input _
(16.9xlOYct)£- l)kT B
It can therefore be concluded that as frequency or the
length of any given cable increases, system performance is




Although the basic physical theory of waveguides has
teen known since the nineteenth century, waveguide theory
and technology were not developed until World War II when
the design of microwave radar generated the need for prac-
tical high frequency transmission systems [Ref. 48]. It was
demonstrated in Chapter 3 that the attenuation constant of a
transmission line is proportional to the square root of the
line frequency (Equation 3.50). Thus as system operating
frequencies increase so too do the line losses. The devel-
opment of the waveguide provides a viable transmission
channel which exhibits lower less at the higher frequencies
than cable systems. As the demand for communication chan-
nels increased, the communications industry viewed microwave
transmission as a profitable alternative to increasing the
land line network and adopted waveguide technology from the
original radar applications. Today, waveguides have become
an integral part of the world-wide telecommunication struc-
ture. Ihey have provided the means to develop vast micro-
wave systems and the ever-expanding space communications
capabilites which significantly contribute to the lowering
of consumer commercial and military long distance communica-
tion ccsts. Additionally, through microwave and satellite
systems, entire nations typified by a collection of isolated
regions such as Indonesia are able to install affordable
nation-wide communication networks.
Like artenna and transmission line systems, waveguides
represent a means of transmitting electronic signals frcm
one point to one or mere other points. While waveguides are
usually treated separately frcm transmission lines, they are
in many ways identical. Accompanying any voltage and
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current in a line are electric and magnetic fields. The
tehavior of the transmission line can be analyzed in terms
cf the accompanying electromagnetic fields between and
around the wires instead cf in terms of voltages and
current. However, the voltage-current analysis is carried
cut here as it is mere understandable than the field anal-
ysis. A strict analysis of waveguides can only be carried
cut in terms of the electromagnetic fields; but because of
the vcltage-current and electromagnetic field relationships,
analogies tc the transmission line equations can te used
that both simplify the analysis and increase the under-
standing cf the behavior of waveguides.
Chapter 2 presented an analysis of antenna systems and
demonstrated that, while antennas transmit, their energy in a
preferred direction, the propagated signal is (generally)
net cenfined to a clcsed path. As a result, the signal
propagates as an ever-expanding wave such that the signal
field density decreases at a distance squared rate.
Waveguides, which are nothing more than hollow metal tubes,
provide a closed path through which the transmitted signal
propagates as a non-expanding plane wave. Thus, if the
waveguide were lossless, the field density of the plane wave
at the cutput end cf the waveguide would equal the field
density at the input side of the waveguide. However, wave-
guides are rot lcssless and the input signal energy tends to
dissipate along the walls of the guide (or absorbed by ether
means) as the plane wave propagates through the guide.
Eecause analysis of a waveguide is based on electromagnetic
wave propagation, a brief discussion of wave propagation is
required. The cross-sectional shape of waveguides can be
rectangular, circular, or other more complex designs.
Since, hewever, the rectangular waveguide is by far the one
nost cemmenly used, further discussions will be limited to
this shape. [Ref. 49]*
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a. ii¥ES IN GUIDES
Electrcnagnetic (EM) fields ara characterized fcy a
magnitude and direction in space so that they are vector
quantities. Further ircre, an EH field is a combination cf an
electric field and a iragnetic field such that each point in
space has associated with it an electric field vector, E,
and a magetic field vector, H. When EM waves propagate in
vacuuir the E and H vectors are always at right angles to
each ether at any instant in time, and they are at right
angles tc the direction of propagation of the wave. A wave
radiated from a point source (an antenna) produces such a
wave which radiates as an expanding sphere. In a waveguide,
the signal energy is confined to the space within the guide
walls so that rather than propagate as an expanding spher-
ical wave, the signal propagates down the guide as a plane
wave. The fields ir a waveguide have similar general prop-
erties as fields in free space, but, because of the confine-
«
ment cf the fields ry the waveguide walls, there are seme
differences [Ref. 50].
Confinement of the EM wave prevents spherical spreading.
In free space, where waves spread spherically, the E and H
vectors are always parallel tc the direction of wave propa-
gation. Within waveguides two or more waves are reflected
tack and forth which produces a propagating wave having
compentents of either E field or H field vectors, but never
both. Maxwell's equations are the basis for determining
resultant waves propagated in the waveguide and, because
they are partial differental equations, there can be mere
than one solution; that is, more than one configuration of
the propagating EM field is possible. These configurations,
called medes, may exist separately or several may exist
simultaneously. Ordinarily it is desired to operate the




The modes of propagation that a waveguide car. support
are divided into two classes: (1) transverse electric
(TE) modes and (2) transverse magnetic (TM) modes. In the TE
modes, the E field is everywhere perpendicular to the direc-
tion of propagation. This means there is no E field compo-
nent parallel to the guide axis. In the TM mode the same is
true for the H field component. Each mode of propagation is
designated TEmn or TM mn where m and n are integers and are
called mcde indices. The mode indices are functions cf the
relationship between waveguide dimensions and transmitted
signal wavelength. Each operating mode has associated with
it a cutoff freguency. As the mcde index (m,n) increases so
too dees the cutoff frequency. For example, the cutoff
frequency for TE 23 is higher than the cutoff freguency for
TE^. Fcr various engineering reasons, the TE 10 mode is the
preferred mcde of tie rectangular waveguide and yields the
lowest cutoff frequency for that guide design. [Ref. 52].
1 • Cutcff Frequency
Figure 4.1 is a diagram of a section of rectangular




Figure 4.1 Rectangular Waveguide.
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dimensions by a, and the smaller by b. The EM field config-
uration corresponding to a particular mode that car. propa-
gate in the waveguide must have a frequency which is greater
than the cutoff freguency, fc , for that particular mode.
The cutcff frequency for a rectangular guide can be
expressed mathematically as a function of the guide dimen-
sions a and b, the mode indices m and n, and the perme-
ability fM and per mit-ivity € cf the medium enclosed by the
waveguide walls. In terms of these quantities, the cutcff
frequency is given by




where c is the velocity of light in vacuum. It can be
shown frcm this equation that as the values of the mcde
indices decrease sc too does the cutcff frequency.
Conversely as the si2e of the guide decreases, the cutcff
frequency fcr arty given mode increases. It must' be noted
that in either the IE or TM mode for any waveguide the
indices m and n can never both be zero. Then, given a > b
it beccmes readily apparent that, as previously stated, the
lowest cutcff frequency fcr the rectangular waveguide is
associated Kith the TE1Q mode. Figure 4.2 shews the rela-
tionship of various node cutoff frequencies for twe values
cf the ratic a/b [Ref. 53]*
Example 4.1: A typical air filled waveguide { e ~ '\
and /i = 1) has dimensions a = 8.6 centimeters and b = 4.3
centimeters. The TE mode cutoff frequency is
3x10 cm/sec




























Figure 4.2 Relative Cutoff Frequencies.
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2 : jja ve Velocity and Guide Wavelen gth
In free space or any nearly lossless propagation
medium whcse dimensions are very large compared tc the
transnissicn signal wavelength, the wave velocity is deter-
mined only by the permeability and permittivity of the
propagation medium. That is, for a vacuum /j. and e are
unity, sc that wave velocity fcr any frequency in free space
is c. Ii hcllow-pipe waveguides, however, the wave velocity
dees, in general, vary with the frequency, even with an air
filled cr evacuated guide. Moreover, it becomes necessary
tc distinguish between two concepts of velocity - the phase
velocity and the group velocity of waves. [Ref. 54].
The phase velocity V ph is the velocity with which
the phase cf the wave advances through the medium. The
group velocity V is the velocity with which energy (or
eventually information) is propagated by a wave. In free
space and en lossless transmission lines V_
h
and V are






are nearly equal) ; therefore the distinction bstw€€n them
was net irade. In waveguides, the two velocities are related
to each ether by the expression
(Vph )(Vqr ) = c 2 /(Me) . (eqn 4.2)
Ihe phase velocity in waveguides is expressed in terms of
the cutoff frequency f
c




V„ „ is ortained:
9 r / 7772
Ihus frca Eguaticn 4.2 and 4.3 the following expression for
Vgr = - . (eqn 4.4)
Since f lust always be equal to or greater than f
c
if a wave
is to propagate, it is evident that 7
h
is never less than
c/Vjje and 7 is never greater than c/Vjie . Therefore it
can be seen that 7
h
is always equal to or greater than 7 .
It can then be shown that the wavelength \ cf a given
propagating frequency, is greater than the wavelength hf of
the same frequency propagating in free space. Therefore the
guide wavelength is determined by
V*" V f - fc




E- GUIDE OPERATING CBARACTEBISTICS
The trans mi ssicn line equations of chapter U are in
terms cf currents, vcltages , and impedances. The quantities
in waveguides analcccus tc current and voltage in these
equations are the H ar.d E fields respectively.
1 • Characterist ic Impe dance
Since impedance in circuits is defined as the
voltage to current ratio, it follows that the analogous
guantity in waveguides is the E/H ratio. In fact, this
ratic is called the nave impedance. Furthermore, just as
transmission lines have a characteristic impedance, wave-
guides have a characteristic wave inpedance. As can be
demonstrated by a careful analysis of waveguides, the char-
acteristic wave impecance fcr the TE
10
mode is given by:
'o(TE) VMl
where V is the intrinsic or characteristic impedance of the
medium enclosed by the waveguide. For an air filled or
evacuated guide t\ =yAto /€ o where fJL is the permeability
(1. 257x 1C -6 henries per meter) and € is the permittivity
(8. 854x1C -i 2 farads per meter) of vacuum. Thus fcr the air








It can te seen that at frequencies well above the cuteff




2 • EiCEaqation Ccnstant
From transmission line analogies it should become
evident thai, waveguides have associated with them a propaga-
tion constant* The propagation constant of a waveguide is
given ty the same gereral equation as the transmission line
propagation constant, namely:
y = ^ + i/3
where tp is related to attenuation and /3 is related to phase
delay. As already discussed, two velocity factors {V
Ph
md
V ) are associated with waveguides. The phase velocity V h
is important in determining waveguide dimensions as previ-
ously pointed out. The group velocity (V^ ) has an inter-
esting interpretation as the velocity of energy or
information flow in the waveguide system so that the






lor an air filled or evacuated guide V gr = cyi~- (f c/f) In
ccnjurcticn with this, the phase constant f$ is related to Vgr
ty the operating freguency of the guide such that
= cjVJuT-Jl-(f
c
/f) (eqn a. 8)
For air filled and evacuated guides the phase constant is
given as = 2nc Vf^-f a. [Bef- 57].
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Initial assumptions for waveguide analysis include a
lossless dielectric aid perfectly conducting walls. Under
these ccrditions an expression for the propagation constant
7 is normally derived. Evaluating 7 at frequencies below
cutoff yields a purely real number which represents attenua-
tion. At any frequency above cutoff 7 becomes purely imag-
inary- However, since no guide is perfect, losses do exist
for frequencies above cutcff. Formulas for attenuation
facxcis fci waveguides can be found in many textbooks and
handtccks. While ^=Re{y] (recall y =^+ j/3 ) is extremely
complicated for waveguide applications, the attenuation
constant is readily workable. For the dominant TF10 mode










is than surface resistance or the waveguide walls;
R =^fX,/cm > Tl=V/x / € ' K =v/1 '( f c/f) 2 f and /x iT1 and am are
^:he values of permittivity and permeability of the the wave-
guide wall materials [Bef. 58].
Ici an air filled guide the attenuation constant
simplifies to
4.1x10 Vf/wfe m





It can be shown that at the cutoff frequency (f= f ) the
denominator is zerc so that attenuation is infinite.
Conversely, as f > « the attenuation constant again
becomes °° . Therefore, there is an optimum frequency which
yields the smallest less. Usually, the operating frequency
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is chccsen such that it is between the TE10 and TE01 cutoff
points.
C. I«?E€OIEE SNE
Like all other transmission systems, waveguide systems
are evaluated in terms of their output signal to noise
ratio. The overall noise figure F of a wave guide is found
in the same mannsr as is done for transmission lines and is
equal to tie inverse of the system loss. Therefore the
noise figure of a waveguide of length ji and an attenuation
constant of a is
F = i = 10-°-
lai
10 -«ual
Ihe gereral equation for a system*s output signal-tc-r.cise
ratio is used so that for the waveguide just described,
SNR = 1/[ (10 ~ 0Ja^-1) kT E]. It can then be seen that the
quality of signal trarsmission within a waveguide system is
a furcticn of the signal frequency, waveguide dimensions,
dielectric characteristics cf both waveguide wall materials
and the enclosed medium material, and the length of the
guide. 1c gain more favorable SNR values over a given guide
distance the internal walls of the guide can be coated with
a material having a low surface resistance such as silver or
gold, replacing the existing dielectric within the waveguide
with cne having a lower intrinsic impedance, or both.
An alternate solution which is at the forefront cf tech-
nology is tc increase the carrier frequency to the visirle
light recicn of the electromagnetic spectrum. The practical
use cf this technolcgy is increasing at a rapid rate.
Therefore, fibers operating in the visible light regicn of
the EM spectrum are ccnsidered next.
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E- TEE OPTICAL FIBEB
Optical fibers are dielectric waveguide structures -hat
are used tc confine ana guide electromagnetic waves whose
freguencies are in the visible light spectrum. Usually
discussicns regarding the visible light spectrum focus on
light wavelength rather than frequency. For visible light
the wavelengths are between 0.5 and 1.5 microns ( m) . An
optical fiber ccnsists essentially of an inner dielectric
naterial, called the cere, surrcunded by another dielectric
with a smaller refractive index and is referred tc as the
cladding. All optical fibers currently in use have a
circular crcss-secticnal shape and are either glass or fused
silica. Plastics cculd be used but, in general, would have
iruch higher losses due to impurities inherent in the
material. While a variety cf waveguide configurations can
be maruf act ured , the waveguide configuration depicted in
Figure 4.3 has been the one adopted as the most practical.
The fiber cere, having a refractive index n , is made of a
material which exhibits low attenuation in the visible light
spectrum. A claddinc, which has a refractive index n, that
is less thar that of the core's index, surrounds the light
transmitting core material [Bef. 59].
^-r
a) Dimensions b) Refractive Index




Figure 4. 4 Light Bay Input Angle.
The mcst important parameters for specifying optical






related to the maxinum acceptable off axis angle for rays




1 where k is the
transnitted light wavelenght in a vacuum. The step index
structure depicted in Figure 4.3 results in multiple propa-
gation mcdes which is found tc equal V 2 /2 and therefore is
propcrticnal to the cere radius squared and the numerical
aperture squared. As each mode travels through the wave-
guide with a differert internal velocity, a high number of
nodes causes large signal distortion and therefore limits
usable bandwidth. Ihus in the context of telecommunication
systeis applications, the step index fiber is of limited
practical use. However, recent manufacturing techniques
have allowed the refractive index of the fiber core material
to vary from the center of the cere to the cladding boundary
regicr ir a specified fashion. The pictoral representation
of this varying index, called a graded index, in Figure 4.5
illustrates this. The physics of the graded index fiber are
such that all mcdes have nearly the same group velocity so
that the differential mode delay, which tend to decrease
fiber bandwidth, is thereby greatly reduced. Thus for
lone-distance, high cata rate applications, the graded index






Figure 4.5 Graded Index FO.
The transmission properties which are of chief interest
for telecommunication use are attenuation and dispersion of
the input signal. A brief discussion of these factors is
now presented.
1 • Att enuation
Attenuation in optical fiber waveguides has histori-
cally teen the benchmark of performance. The power lcsses
in fiber optic lines are caused by material absorption and
scattering, waveguide scattering, and radiation losses.
Material absorption and scattering is mainly caused by icns
within the glass itself. Waveguide scattering is caused
aainly by irregularities at the core-cladding interface.
Cuality control at tie manufacturing facilities can limit
waveguide scattering losses to less than 1 dB/Km . Radiation
losses are caused ty the bending of a fiber in a small
radius cf curvature. Radiation losses are particularly high
when cabling is installed without plastic cushioning
material surrounding it [Hef. 61].
1c minimize intrinsic material losses the fiber is
fabricated in a manner so as to obtain a low concentration
cf impurities and to match the dielectric properties cf all
compontents within the glass in order to minimize scattering
from ccmpcsitional fluctuations [Ref. 62].
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Macro-bendinc cf optical waveguides causes radiation
losses which beccme increasingly severe with decreasing bend
radius. The smallest permissible curvature radius is
limited by the actual fiber strength. Different fibers and
cables have different strain-tc-failure properties depandrng
upcn ccnstr tction methods and materials. If a fiber is bent
around a surface of radius R, known as the bend radius, the
cuterircst edge cf the fiber cladding of radius r will be
strained relative tc the fiber axis by a determinable
percentage o s , where 5 = [( llil ) - l] x 100%. For fibers
and cables to maintain longevity, the maximum differential
bending strain ( o
$ )
should ret exceed 0.2% [Ref. 63].
Cue to all the variables it is impractical to
attempt development cf a generalized power loss equation for
optical fiber waveguides. However, as discussed in the
cpenirg section cf this chapter for the generic waveguide,
signal attenuation ir the guide is a function of frequency.
From empirical data it has been concluded that there are two
attenuation minima for fiber waveguides. These cccur
between C.8 and 0.9 microns and at 1.05 microns which are
usually referred to as first and second windows respec-
tively. Currently, attenuation values for optical fibers
range between 3 and 5 dB/Km for the first window and 1 dB/Kra
for the secend [Ref. 64].
2 » liJiSS Di spersion
Eulse dispersion is a distortion corresponding tc a
band limitation cf the fiber and is caused by modal disper-
sion and material dispersion. Modal dispersion is due to
the difference cf group velocity of the different modes
propagating along the fiber at a single wavelength. This
effect can be reduced in multimede fibers through a graded
refractive index of the core. In practical low-less fibers
normal values of pulse broadening ( x ) as low as 1 nanose-
cond per kilometer aie specified [Ref. 65].
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Material dispersion is associated with the bandwidth
of the optical signaling source and is caused by the varia-
tion cf the refractive index with the optical wavelength.
With light emitting ciode (LSD) sources material dispersion
is the predominant effect with pulse broadening values in
the 2-5 nsec/Km range. If a laser source is used, the pulse
broadening values can be substantially lowered [Ref. 66].
Since pulse broadening occurs in the fiber as the
light signal prcpagates down the guide, an optical fiber
waveguide bandwidth is limited by its pulse broadening
value. The fiber system which has an LED source has a band-
width which varies between 10 and 100 MHz. The system can
be improved by using a laser source which increase the guide
bandwidth to the 500 - 1000 MHz range [Ref. 67].
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V- S OHMMI MR CONCLUSIONS
The central theme of this thesis has been the transmis-
sion of information in the form of electrical energy. Tha
varices fcrms cf energy transmission have been grouped
according tc the nuirter of conductors involved and include
antennas, waveguides, and transmission lines. Among the
tasks cf the t elecomirunicat ion systems manager is tc chocse
the tyja of transmission channel which will best .satisfy
user/system constraints and requirements. The mode chosen
for ary cne particular application depends on a number cf
factors, such as: (1) life cycle cost; (2) frequency band
and iif crmation-car rying capacity; (3) selectivity or
privacy effered; (4) reliability and ncise characteristics;
and (5) power level and efficiency. Each of the transmis-
sion channels has enly some of the desirable features;
consequently, the selection of the channel best suited for a
specific application is a matter of managerial as well as
engineering judgement. Ihe underlying principles which
determine the general characteristics cf each transmission
channel have been presented. It is these principles which
managers must understand tc insure their decisions dc not
adversely impact the user's mission and the systems
interdid capabilities.
In order to emphasize why it is necessary to understand
the characteristics cf the communication channel, consider
the protlem of transmitting an ultra-high frequency (UHF)
infornaticn signal at 1000MHz between two points 30 miles
apart. Without knowledge of the various channel character-
istics, cne could erroneously choose to use either the wave-
guide or transmission line as an efficient means cf
transmitting the signal. However, for this particular case,
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the antenna will be superior to either the transmission line
cr the waveguide. If the received signal power in each Cc.sz
were chosen as the system's figure of merit, then for
comparison it would re found that for reasonably typical
installations, the transmitted power required to produce 1
nanowatt at the receiver's input would be on the order of:
1. Transmission lines: 10 5 * 5 watts (5540dB loss).
2. Waveguides: 10 i Q watts (270dB loss).
3. Antennas: 50 milliwatts (77dB loss)
.
Ihese figures were derived from an assumed transmission line
loss of 3.5dB/100 ft (RG-19A/U cable loss obtained from
Figure 5.1), an assumed waveguide loss of 0.17dB/100 ft
(rectangular guide less obtained from Figure 5.2), and
transmitting and receiving antennas with an effective area
cf 2 square meters (effective antenna gain was obtained from
Equation 2.23 and found to te 2U.5dB each) . Thus the most
power efficient system over this 30 mile distance is the cne
using antennas, i.e. the free space channel.
These results can be quickly obtained from the princi-
ples presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. For example, given
the effective area cf antennas. Equation 2.23 is used to
derive the antenna. gain
Angain = Area x —~
K
where Area=2m2 and X=c/100 OMhz. Then the antenna gain is
280 cr ecuivalently 24.5dB. Given a distance of 30miles f
the propagation path loss can be determined (Equaticn 2.35)
so that
(L n K D = -36.6 - 20log30 - 201ogl000 = -126 dB.
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Thus the antenna gain and propagation path less figures can
new t€ applied to th€ power budge- equation (Equation • 2. 34)
to derive the required transmitted power (assuming all ether
losses are minimal) • If received power is 1 nancwatt
(-90dEW) , then
-90dBW = Pamp + 2(24.5dB) - 126dB
so that
P = -13dBW or 50 milliwattsamp
It shcuid be noted that a reduction in pc wer from -13dEW to
-90dEW represents ar overall system loss of 77d3. Now
concentrating on the efficiency of the transmission line,
cne can cbtain a cable's attenuation loss factor from stan-
dard curves or tables such as Figure 5.1 extracted from
Armed Services Electro Standards Agency Publication ASESA
U9-2E. For a best case analysis, assume the low-loss cable
EG-192/U is used; then from Figure 5.1 it can be seen that
at 10C0MHz, the cable exhibits a 3.5dB loss per 100feet.
Thus the total less ever the 30mile transmission distance is
5544dE. This translates tc a power loss of 10~ 554 . Then
applying this to Equation 3.2, the transmitter power
required tc yield a received signal power of 10 _9 watts is
1054S *atts. To analyze a microwave system one can assume
the TE
10
mode is used so that the appropriate attenuation
factor can be determined. Figure 5.2 is abstracted from
Elake's study on standard waveguides [Eef. 68] and presents
a few representative examples of characteristics of low-loss
rectangular waveguides currently used in communication
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figure 5.2 Waveguide Attenuation Figures*
systems. At an operating frequency of 1000MHz the attenua-
tion factor obtained from tfce listing in Figure 5.2 is
0.17dE per 100feet sc that over a distance of 30miles, the
low-less waveguide yields a total system loss of 270dB or
10 -27 . The same equation used in the transmission line
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analysis which relates input power to output power (Equation
3.2) is used to determine the amount of transmitter cower







10" 9 watts = P. xlO" 27
l n
so that the transnitter power requirement would be
10*«watts.
It should now be apparent that by drawing upon the prin-
ciples of communication signal transmission, the manager of
telecommunication systems can quickly conduct a fairly
representative power analysis of the three kinds of communi-
cation channels. However, in addition to power constraints,
ether factors must be considered.
Prom the standpoint of selectivity and privacy, the
antenna affords no general protection from intrusion,
jamming, and interference (unless costly modifications are
made, i.e. spread spectrum transmission) so that in a
hostile electronic counter measures (2CM) environment the
antenna system could prove unreliable. The primary advan-
tage of antenna systems is their suitability for installa-
tion ontcard highly mobile platforms such as ships,
aircraft, and land vehicles. Additionally, the antenna is
the only link to spaceborne vehicles. A second and often
equally important advantage of antenna systems is their
relatively inexpensive installation costs.
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It has teen d amcrstrat €d in the previous chapters that
the attenuation characteristics of transmission lines and
waveguides exhibit an exponential relationship to distance
while antenna fields are inversely related to the square of
the distance. Therefore, what may hold true for one
distance may not hold true for a different distance with
regard to the most power efficient transmission channel.
Consider the fcregcing example where the transmission
distance is now 5 miles. It should new be understood that
for the antenna system the only change to the power budget
equation will be a d€crease in the propagation path loss and
therefore a correspcrding decrease in the required trans-
mitted power. Since the propagation path is new 5niiles
(vice 30ailes) the propagation path loss is
( L ) = -36.6 - 201og5 - 201ogl000 = -110. 5dB
p d B
This is a reduction cf 15. 5dB so that the required trans-
mitter power is reduced by 15.5dB to -28.5d3W which is
1.4 milliwatts. The total waveguide loss over 5miles reduces
to 45dE (0. 17d3 per 1C0 feat times Smiles) . Then the trans-
litter power requirement is found from
P = P. L
out in
or




Therefore the transaitter power required for a waveguide
system tc produce a 1 r.anowatt signal at tha receiver site
5miles from the transmitter is 1 0" 4,s watts. Finally, the
transmission line less over the same 5mile transmission
distance is found by multiplying the attenuation loss factor
(3.5dE per 100 feet) ty the distance (5miles) and is -920dB.
Then frcm F 0(Jt = P in L fcr P^ =10 -» watts and L=-920dB cr 10-«,
the input power required fcr a 5mile transmission line
system is 10 83 watts. To summarize, for a received signal
power cf Inanowatt at the end of a 5mile transmission path,
the required transmitted power for the three kinds cf cemmu-
ricaticn channels would be:
1. Transmission lines: 10 83 watts (920dB loss).
2. Waveguices: 30micrcwatts (45dB less).
3. Antennas: 1 .Umilliwatts (61.5dB loss).
Under these circumstances the waveguide is clearly the most
efficient transmissicn channel to choose. In additicn to
power efficiency, the waveguide has the added benefit cf
signal security and creater immunity to outside interference
than free space systems. However, right-of-way ccsts and
(in some cases) inaccessible terrain limit the use of
waveguides.
Reference 69 presents a similar investigation of the
relationship between the transmission distance and trans-
mitter pewer output requirements for a given received power
level. Additionally, a cemparison of the results cbtained
fcr each cf the three kinds of transmission channels is
graphically illustrated (see Figure 1.3). It shculd be
noted that the actual values of the respective curves depend
en the physical characteristics of each type of line, guide,
cr antenna at a given frequency. The dashed section cf the
antenna curve indicates approximate iine-cf-sight distances






Figure 5.3 Comparative Channel Attenuation Curves.
installed. As demcnstrated in the graph, at shorter
distances the waveguide is the most efficient channel while
the artenna performs best at the longer distances. It
appears that the transmission line is generally inferior to
the waveguide when ccuparing their respective power losses;
however, the transmission line will propagate signals having
frequencies as low as zero while the waveguide and the
antenra have practical lower limits. For waveguides this
practical lower frequency limit is near 30CMHz.
Iheoret ically, the waveguide and antenna could be designed
and built tc operate at the lcwer frequencies, but, their
physical si2es wculd be all but impractical. For example,
at a frequency of 30GMHz a waveguide would be about the size
cf a rcad*ay drainage culvert. The practical low-frsquercy
limit fcr an antenna is en the order of 100KHz, although the
international OMEGA long-range navigation system and the
U.S. Navy's VLF system operate in the 10-13KHz range. In
general, antennas at these frequencies are usually consid-
ered impractical. Fcr example a dipole or half-wave antenna
constructed to operate at 30KHz would be approximately 3
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miles high. The trarsmissi.cn line, on the other hand, is
extremely practical at these lower frequencies. It has the
advantages cf a wavecuide with respect to signal privacy and
immunity tc outside noise and interference. Additionally,
the transmission line is rugged, flexible, and inexpensive
to maintain. For shcrt distances such as a defensive posi-
tion in a battlefield area, the transmission line system
could fce guickly set up and, unlike high gain antennas,
requires nc time consuming alignment. However transmission
line systems are rarely used in the tactical land
environment
.
The irajcr emphasis of this thesis has been to focus on
the guantitati ve aspects of communication transmission chan-
nels (and associated subsystems) and has provided the means
by which these channels can be analyzed. Too often, the
communicaticn system is viewed as a transmitter and receiver
pair with little emphasis on the transmission channel. It
has been demonstrated that the communication channel intro-
duces distortion, bcth attenuation and time/phase shifts
cntc the information signal. With the rising demand for
systems capable of higher information transmission rates,
the communication channel can (and often does) become the
limiting factor influencing overall system performance.
Therefore, from a managerial perspective, it is important
that considerations regarding -che channel be equally
weighted with considerations regarding the transmitter and
receiver segments of a communication system. The purpose of
this thesis has been to present the engineering fundamentals
cf the communication transmission channel such that the
impact cf managerial decisions regarding communications




Naval ccmmunica ticns depend largely on free space propa-
gation channels for information transmission. As more and
irore ccmirunicaticn systems are fitted on naval ships and
aircraft, the phencirena cf radio frequency interference
(RFI) and electromagnetic interference (EMI) become signifi-
cant. A greater understanding of the system SNR change
caused ty an increased number cf active transmitters will
provide the communications manager with the tools needed to
understand and perhaps solve cr at least reduce the RFI and
EMI effects.
Another issue which needs addressing is the Navy's heavy
reliance en satellite communications. The fact that present
communication satellites are vulnerable to attack by hostile
forces which can negate the overhead channel has been highly
publicized. Therefore, the only present alternative for
ship- tc- shore communications is the HF net.
Successful HF co irmunica ticns is highly dependent on the
composition of the ionosphere where usable propagation
frequencies vary seasonally as well as diurnaily.
Furthermore, should a high altitude nuclear detonation
occur, the resulting electromagnetic pulse (EMP) would
disrupt the ionosphere to such an extent that much of the
radio frequency spectrum wculd be unusable for periods of
time. Ihe EMP would affect an area whose size would depend
on factors which are beyond the control of the communication
systetr user. The problem for the communications manager is
to understand potential disruptions caused by EMP, and to
select alternate strategies to be used when effects due to
EMP and ether interference cccur.
It should be noted that no communication transmission
channel is purely a transmitter-to-antenna cr antenna-to-
receiver connection. The two are connected by either trans-
mission lines, waveguides, or both. The impact of
envircnmental conditions on these elements must also be
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considered, especially in an BMP environment. Hew dees an
IMP affect the SNS of a waveguide or transmission line? The
optical fiber, once considered immune to EM?, is presently
under examination tc determine the extent of its EMP
reactions.
In conclusion, the telecommunication systems manager
must consider the objectives cf the user. His decisions
lust te cost effective and produce reliable and maintainable
communications. The ultimate decision must be the minimum
accecptarle performance level of the system, and this can be
based (but not necessarily) on the system's SNR. The trans-
missicn channel is an integral part of any communication
system. The SNS of the system can be significantly influ-
enced by the transmission channel which, regardless cf tech-
nology, attenuates and delays all signals. By understanding
the transmission channel, which is the critical part of the
communication system (especially in a jamming environment)
,
the communications manager will more effectively devise a
robust sjstem with appropriate signal routing schemes and a





There ars many instances where a quantity w is deter-
mined by a number of ether quantities. For example, the
volume V of a right circular cone of radius r and height h
is given by
V=irrr 2 h.
The values cf r and h can be assigned independently of each
ether and ence specific values have been assigned a corre-
sponding value of V is determined. Thus V is a function of
r and h. In general, if w is uniquely determined when the
values of two independent variables x and y are given, it is
said that w is a function of x and y and is written as:
w=f (x,y) .
It should te clear that as long as the value w is not
constant for all (x,y) pairs, then as the value for either x
cr y changes so too dees the value of w. Thus the change in
w is related to both x and y such that the change in w
(denoted dw) is the change in the function value with
respect to the chance in x and the change in y. This is
writter as:
^w , ^ w ,dw=^dx *^dy
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where d is the notation for the partial derivative cf the
functicr. Two of the more important rules of partial deriv-








where "i w indicates the second
[Bef. 70]i
Fcr example, if
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